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INSIDE: "We the People," jJg. 3
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their .
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Greeks·refuse
to buil¢floats·
JACLYN HOWE &
KRIST A ZJLIZI
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. Republican Gov. J~b Bush arrivea on ca!'IJ>us for Tuesday's.gubernatorial debate, but bypassed students rallying outside the Union who were eager to address him.

,.
•

canmdates ignore~ stUaents, highef eaucailOn ~- _-,
..

to 'appear a.Ild _speak to 'them left disappointed and disillusioned. The students
participated in the 'We the People 2002"
Jeb Bush and Bill McBride talked protest. The Progressive Council, organizabout n·othing-new during their final . ers of "We the People 2002," invited both
debate af UCF Tuesday; and they refused candidates to speak.
to talk to the hundr~ds of students who
-"The debate was OK," said freshman
waited and watched outside the Student Leann Fickes, 18. "I ·didn't think the candidates really . got specific endugh about
Union.
Excluded from the debate, students issues I care about."
..
.
who lingered in front of the Student Uµion
The candidates' refusalto address the
after the debate waiting for the candidates. crowd outside the ·Student Union particuJASON IRSA_Y
STAFF WRITER

•
•

......

·-·

larly angered Fickes. "I think it's wrong
they didn't address the people out here." .
"I just think that since they came to
our school, our campus, we pay tuition and
taxpayers pay f0r it, they should come out
here and talk to the people in the
Progressive Council, talk to the people .
who've been out here the whole time wantlrig to talk ~o them," Fickes said.
The rest of the crowd seemed tp share
· Pi.EASE SEE

Candidates oN ·4

NATALIA ZULUAGA

Tbls Saturday; when fraternity
and sorority spirit floats traditionally.
roll down Orange Avenue at UCF's
annual Homecoming parade, there will
be several visible absences and one
yery evident protest.
The Greek commllnity decided ~ _
Monday to pull eight of their floats
from the parade, protesting what they
call ongoing discrimination by the university's administration. Now, they will
place one float in the parade, repr&
senting a combined protest of all 26
Greek organizations, -and . hand out
fliers that s4t,te their reasons.
Specifically Greek members, as
well as SGA leaders, are protesting
two proposed changes tu the GoldenRule - a compilation of several campus polices on issues such as free - ...
speech zones and student conduct.
first"cl:fa.ilge would raise the ·.
"minimum grade point ayerage reqliire-ments for·student leaders from a 2.3 to
a 2.5. The other change, which many
Greek members consider more press~
ing, wouJ.d allow university administrators to discipline an entire student
organizations if several of its members
decide to misbehave together.
·UCF officials argue'that the group
responsibility . policy is necessary to
address matters of ~tudent ·misconduct that have been increasing in ~um
ber over the past two years, particularly within Greek organizations.
Currently; no specific policy exists to
handle misconduct within student
organizations.
Last year, five members from a
particular fraternity trashed a home
with baseball bats and two other fraternities were ·involved in a physical
. brawl that included at least 30 mem- bers, which is why the proposed policy
is not only appropriate but essential,
said Bill Faulkner, · the director of
' Student Leadership Progr~s, which
oversees the Office of Greek Affairs. If
it is approved, the new policy will hold
all 270 student groups, as well as all
UCF athletic clubs and intercollegiate
teams, to the same guidelines.
The rule is the first of its kind at
UCF to determine criteria for what
specifically eonstitutes group behavior,
Faulkner said. It also recognizes that
an individual's behavior shouldn't
affect an entire organization.
The proposed changes 'grew out
of student recommendations throughout ~a year of Golden Rl;lle Review
Committee meetings that were open to
all students and faculty members. ·
Greek leaders and student government officials argue that fll:e proposed changes, which they fault for
their vague wording, will .leave them
vulnerable to politically motivated discrimination from university ad.minis-

I CFF

Democratic candidate Bill McBride made himself available only to reporters after-the debate. Students screamed out chants trying to persuade the candidates to speak to th~m.
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debate;·draws "attiviti~ts

. Campus and national
organizations speak, rally
this to the crowd, and a sign was
put on the stage reading, "The
STAFF WRITERS
Electricity for this Show is
Bro\}ght ~o you by Solar Power.·~
At 11:30 a.m. Tuesday; The
Naturally, Tallulah the infl.atWildlife Advocacy Project's 15- able manatee drew a crowd. .
foot tall manatee named Tallulah
Susannah Lindberg, the
went up. It was inflated, of Florida campaign director of The
course, with power. · from Wildlife Advocacy Project, said
Greenpeace's solar bus called the group had issued Bush a
Rolling Sunlight.
report card last week regarding _
Curious
students who his support for manatee protecwalked by tP.e Strident Union also tion, and he received an "F"
observed Orlando-based· band
"Florida wants to lmow
Kynda set up on the stag~ in front where [the candidates] stand
of _the Student Union. A sign ~n because it's a Florida issue,"
the side of the stage read, "Pot is Lindberg said. "The manatee is
an herb. Bush is a dope."
an indicator of what happens to
Most continued walking past Florida's quality of life."
until Kynda actually started play· Organizations such as Rock
ing, when a crowd that quickly the Vote, - the American Civil
grew tO about 100 people started Liberties Union and the National
forming. A few even started to Organization for Women also pardance.
ticipated. UCF groups on hand
Thus began UCF's first-ever included the campus chapter of
"We_ the People" rally, a day-long the National Organization for the
event tliat by noon was ·in full Reform of Marijuana Laws
swing as mostly lib~ral ·activists (NORML), the Feminist Mafority
NATALIA ZULUAGA I CFF
and groups made their pitch to · ·Leadership Alliance, Free the
students while, inside the Planet and UCF College Greenpeace activists protested in front of the Student Union during most ofTuesday and right up to the time when the gubernatorial
debate between Jeb Bush and Bill McBride began. Their signs and cheers questioned the candidate's position on environmental issu~s.
Student Union, preparations Democrats.
"This i~ the most successful
were under way for that night's
House of Representa,tives, said
live television broadcast from PCUCF event as of today, but as
not enough students lmow about
UCF of the third and final debate the name says, we consistently
his issues. The former UCF politbetween Jeb Blish and Bill strive to progress and become
ical science and hlstocy student
McBride.
better," said Ryan Browne, presiwas eager to inform them about
"we the· People," which was dent of Free the Planet.
ills views, and the Green Party in
set up by the Progressive Council
Nicholas Algee, an environgeneral.
of UCF (PCUCF), gave a voice to mental studies major from
"Actually, I don't think · the
issues that have been 'virtually Rollins College, also came to promessage has gotten out here,"
ignored by Florida's gubernatori- mote his organization, EcoDoyie- said.. "There's _not a valid
al candidates, said ~enior Brian Rollins. He said there are obvious
campus Green Party."
Cregger, · the event's organizer. . differences between protest
Also present was non-partiThis event included handouts and events at UCF and Rollins
san gubernatorial candidate_Bob
speeches from members of cam- because UCF is so much larger.
Kunst, who is helping to fund his
pus and national organizations,
"There's definitely a positivecampa_ign by accepting $2 donaas well as local politicians.
turnout here," Algee said. "And
tions for bumper stickers that
Cregger said his goal in we definitely look forward to
.read, "No More Bushit."
organizing the event was · to working with UCF in the fufare."
. "[I've raised] $16,000 from
"vv:ake people up." He would like
Some students kilew about
ADAM StnVER I CFF
the stickers, but if everyone who
to see similar event every elec- the event and made a point to Non-partisan gubernatorial candidate Bob Kunst stands outside of the Student Union
hated Bush bought one, I'd be a
selling bumper stickers reading "No More Bu~hit" for $2 to fund his campaign. .
tion year.
stop by.
millionaire," Kunst said.
"It's good to see people get"I pame to hear the opinIn his speech, Kunst said he _
ting educated, and not having ions," said senior Rishi Bagga. "I
"I try to keep myself cians included senatorial candi- was not invited to .debate Bush
stuff shoved down their throats would like to see things like this informed, but I'm not very politi- dates Tim Doyle, Jodi James and and McBride because, "with my
like in this debate," he said.
. more often, and hear more opin- cally active," said junior Suzy Marni Berger, who gave speeches exposure, they're_finished."
By 1 p.m., Greenpeace's ions expressed, even though they Guttler, "I think it's really impres- and stayed to talk to students
Cregger _ said he invited
· solar bus was meeting all of the may not be my own."
sive people are taking initiative to ·about their platforms.
Republican organizations to event's electrical needs with ·
Others . simply stumbled change society."
·
Doyle, a Green Party candisolar energy. Cregger announced upon it, and stayed.
Participating Florida politi- date for District 30 in the Florida
PLEASE SEE Activist ON 6
SHELL"EY MARMOR &
ANDREA MILAM ·

a
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"Did you know Florida ~
fs ranked 491;h in '
· education? Florida wilf .
be ranked in the top "
five when I'm elected."

"You know as well as I
do the ideas you ·
represent on this
campus will stay on this
campus unless someone
, goes to Tallahassee."

, -TIMDOYtf

-JODI JAMES
Democratic candidate.
Florida House District 31

, ;/~

Green Party candidate.
f1orida House District 30
;';:'>
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'The two things I
, ?IWays told my-Sth
· graders were to'register ·
to vote, and exercise
that right ... one
· person can make a
difference in changing
thrs world."

"I commend all of you
for being out here
today, [and] I dare you
tO stand up for your
·issues,"

;- BARMRA DEVANE
Director of We All Couflt,

-:- MARNI BERGER
Democratic candidate,
florida House District 35
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"GJobaf Warming is·
about to kick Florida in
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Greeks, SGA oppose GoldenRule change
l

some advice on how to go about this."
will donate $100 that they would have used
For now, Schiller and Panhellenic toward floats to · the Ronald McDonald
trators and adVisors.
President Jennifer Brinn are oonvinced the House.
"The bottom line is, they are going after best way to .bring ch~ is to unite their 'We are trying to do something proacorganizations since they can't go after a sin- Greek organizations and make· other stu- tive here. We are not just a bunch of brats.
gte individual," said Marcus Gould, director dents organizations aware of the proposals. We are not just about social activities,"
of special projects for SGA. "If they can sus- ·
Said Schiller: "Thls is bigger than just Schlller said.
pend an organization from social activities Greeks. This is about all student organizaThis may be the first time that the
,. [and] they can't participate in recruitment tions. We want' to stick up for all student Greek community stands united, but it is
and can't promote their organizations, it organizations, because rm involved in more neither the most effective nor appropriate
fails to exist."
way to lobby for ehangBs, MacKown said.
Faulkner and Patricia MacKown, direcStudent organizations have been given
tor of the Office of Student RigbJs and
evecy opportunity to be involved in policy
Responsibilities, both said that the changB
changBs, she added.
actually will provide the clarity they need in
In July, 28 Greek members attended a
handling issues of group misconduct.
presentation on the proposed policy.· 'We
Said Faulkner: 'We do deal with mistold them, 'Theim are the rules that are
oonduct, and we can't pretend it's not there.
going to affect you, tell me your feelings and
while this kind of rule seems vague, it'.s
concerns,"' MacKown said.
more specific than what the Golden Rule
They did not express any concern at
says now, whi~h is nothing."
the time, she said, and they have not tried to By clearly defining coordinated group
set up any meetings to discuss their conbehavior, it also protects the organizations
cerns since.
from being penalized for random acts by a
"I hate to see them miss Homecoming
few members. "There has to be a time, place
. because of this - it isn't going to gBHhem
and manner [to the behavior]," MacKown
the impact that they want," she said
said. ':Just because four roommates w}to all
"I still say go to the Golden Rule Review
belong to the sanie fraternitY go out drinkCommittee meetings and bring up your suging, doesn't mean it's a group event."
gBstions so they can go through due process
-PATRICIA MACKOWN
Director. Office of S1lJdent .
Likewise, she said, administrators like
and reoommendations," she said. "The way
Rights and ResponsibilitifS
herself cannot spontaneously suspend
to gBt changB is to go through the process."
entire student organizations based on a few
Faulkner said that despite the protests,
members' misconduct Without an approprithe proposed changBs are not as extreme
ate hearing, unless they've done something
and unprecedented as they sound.
"Keep in mind, these are all minimal
to endangBr the community.
than just a Greek organization, and so are
expectations, [things like don't steal, don't
"If that is the case, there has to be a many other [Greek] members."
hearing within three days," she said.
Pulling all but one Greek float ouJ of the vandalize,]" he said, 'We just can't ignore if
Greek members and student .govern- Homeooming parade is a visible form of an organization is involved in student misment leaders are not only frustrated with protest and the best way to make other stu- oonduct."
Golden Rule Review Committee meetthe vagueness of the new provisions, but dents aware, Brinn said. Including the
also allegB they have largely been excluded Greek oontingBnt, last year's parade had 11 ings are held at 4:30 · p.m. in the Student
from the decision-making process, claiming floats. Parade organiiers said this year's Union, Room 316B, the last Wednesday of
administrators have not informed them parade still will have seven floats.
each month.
about meetings or told them how tQ reoom'We don't care about winning
MacKown said an open hearing
mend changBs.
Homeooming. We're using our voices to regarding the group responsibility policy
"They think we are being ridiculous," voice .ooncern for otb.er student orgrutlza- will be held Nov. 4 before it goes to Tum .
·
said Jared Schiller, president of ·the . tions."
Huddleston, vice president of student
Interfraternity Council "So then offer us ·
The 17 fraternities and nine sororities . enrollment and development, for approval.
FROM PAGE

1·hate to see them
miss Homecoming
because of this it isn't going to
get them the
impact they want.

Candidates rehash same topics
l

the governor or any official
would want to do that,"
Fickes' s opinion. Chanting McBride said. ,
"Ignore the Bus, Talk to Us",
The candidates took
students and activists called turns giving their views on
for Bush and McBride to familiar issues such as · K-12
address them.
education, ·gun control and tax
. At the debate, broadcast exemptions. Once. again, the
live on nine NBC affiliates candidates did not address
across the state, moderator college education. The can.diTim Russert chose topics that dates, for the most part,
the candidates spoke about ignored issues that directly
during their first two debates, .affect college students.
held on Sept. 27 and Oct. 15.
McBride and Bush disRussert opened the agreed strongly about the
debate with a question about class..:size amendment, which
glln. laws, and in particular would constitutionally limit
identifying guns with their the number of children in eleowners as a way of deterring mentary classes. McBride supgun violence and catching per..: ports the amendment.
·
petrators. McBride said he
"If it passes I will try to
supports Florida's existing make it work," said McBride.
gun laws, while Bush "He [Bush] was going to
expressed support for addi- thwart the will of the people."
tional background checks at
Bush couiitered that the
gun shows.
amendment would hurt the
McBride said · he might state's economy. If voters
support additional gun laws. . approve the amendment, Bush
"If it would help, and it was said, "I will hav~ to first of all
prov:en by law enforcement, · consider·ra.lsing taxes."
FROM PAGE

"The problem with this McBride, who·is running in his
.amendment is it will diminish . first campaign and trails the
the quality of our teachers," more-experienced Bush by 5 .
Bush said.
. percentage points, 49 percent
Again, the candidates to 44 percent, in the latest
gave their opposing view- opinion polls, expressed confipoints on gay adoptions. Bush dence in his chances of upsetopposed allowing gay people .ting Bush.
to legally adopt children, while
Although only two weeks
McBride supported it, saying remained before the election
that Florida's laws banning on Nov. 5, McBride said, "I
gay adoptions ~ouiit to dis- think we have plenty of time''
crimination.
to catch up to Bush.
Toward the end of the
"I think what I'm going to
debate, Russert asked each . be talking about, and continue.
· candidate to identify the one talking about, is a big voter
. thing they like most about the turnout," he said. "Ifwe have a ·
other. McBride answered first. ·big voter turnout, from
"I like his mom," McBride said, Pensacola to Key West, I think
· referring to former First Lady we win."
Barbara Bush, who has b~en
However, the candidates'
campaigning in the state for lack of interest in the concerns
her son and attended the of UCF students may perpetudebate.
ate the voter apathy so typical
Bush responded,
"I of college stµdeiits.
.
admire his service to our
After neither candi~ate
country,"
referring
to · spoke to the students gathMcBride's · service in the . ered outside the Student
Vietnam War.
Union, Fickes said,· "I don'.t
· After · the
debate, support either candidate."

Mayor
announces
gay rights
p_ublic
·hearing
·ADAM

RosCHE

•

STAFF WRITER

Orlando Mayor Glenda Hood
announced Tuesday that the City
C6uncil finally will vote to decide
whether to add sexual orientation as a
protected class to the city's anti-discrimination ordinance. The council will
hold a public' hearing Nov. 18, with a final
vote Dec. 2.
Hood also ended her long silence ·on
the contentious measure,. stating that
she felt no additional protections for
.gays were needed. The city's anti-discrimination policy already ~ pro.t ects
· Orlando residents against discrimination based on race, color, gender, age,
religion, disability and national origin in
, areas such as housing, public accommodation and employment.
If the gay-rights addendum is
approved, it would prohibit employers
frow turning away gay job applicants
and prevent them from denying promotions and raises to employees because
·
they were gay.
"[Hood] placated the entire community and lied to us," said ·Debbie
Simmons, a committee member of the
Orlando Anti-Discrimination Ordinance
Committee, which pushed the measure
after Hood advised gay and lesbian
advocates to organize and ·bring the
matter to the city. ·"She never had any
intention in supporting this initiative."
· Simmons said Hood will try to kill
the initiative agaiil by allowing oppo. nents from outside the city of Orlando to
speak at .the Nov. 18 hearing. Only residents of Orlando should be able to voice
their opinion on an issue that only concerns the·city, she said.
Alan Chambers, the executive
director of Exodus Internation3.l, a
group that believes homosexuals can
convert to heterosexuals, sai~ he agreed
with Hood's opposition to the measure .
"It sets a very dangerous precedent ...
in that it leads to possible passing of
future p,ro-gay legislation," _he !2aid.
The outcome of the council vote is
.anything but certain. Both sides agree
that lobbying will continue to be intense.
Simmons and members of UCF's
Gay Lesbian Bisexu~ Transgender
Student Union hope to 'gather students
who will speak in favor of the change at
the Nov. 18 hearing.
"We are going to need a huge
amount of people to help support the
act," Simmons said. "If they're able,
come to the hearing and tell their stories··
of discrimination, whether personal or
someone they lmow."
· Asked whether UCF should adopt a
similar anti-discrimination measure in
its campus policies. President John Hitt
said the university already is a tolerant
place and that no further protections for
gays were needed at UCF.
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U.N. Day-will celebrate
peace~keeping
Group .wants
to_promote ,
awareness
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

The
United
Nations
Association of the University of
Central Florida (UNA-UCF)
will host UCF's first United
Nations Day in the Cape
Florida Ballroom, room 316 in
the Student Union from 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday.
U.N. Day is a national holiday celebrating the 57th birthday of the formation of the
U.N., a bi-partisan international peacekeeping organization.
The daylong event will feature
guest speakers, informational
presentations from members of
student organizations, and

history

three traditional Filipino dance
performances by the Filipino
Students Association.
"We're having this event to
commemorate the anniversary
of the U.N. and to promote
awareness about the U.N. - its
policies and .practices," UNAUCF President Nole Garey said.
Feah,1.red U.N. Day speakers include Dick Batchelor and
Robert William Farrand.
Batchelor, a former Florida
state senator, served as the
U.S. delegate to the 2000 U.N.
Geneva
Human · Rights
Conference. Farrandis the former U.N. Ambassador to
Bosnip..
Student organizations participating in the event include
the
Muslim·
Student
Association, · the Feminist
_ Majority Leadership Alliance,
REACH Peer Education and
Free the Planet. These and
other organizations will speak
on a variety of issues applica-

• Why Pay More • Lowest PriC:es Around
• FDA Approved • No Needles or Waxing
• Medically Supervised
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ble to their clubs, such as
Diverslty; Islam Awareness,
Rights,
and
Womenis
HIV/AIDS.
"[UNA-UCF wants to] promote awareness about the
issues of the international community that also affect the UCF
student body;" Garey said.
Garey said most students
have little to no information
about international issues, and
hopes U.N. Day will make them
more aware. She also said
many students either do not
know the role of the U.N. or
have misconceptions about its
role in the international com-

first treatment
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mlinitY.
"There will be titnes when
we're tabling outside the
Student Union, and students .
will come up and ask what the
U.N. is," Garey said. "We want
to break people out of their
bubble and .make them aware
of the world that exists outside
of Florida."
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The other side of Democrat Mari Anderson's sign read:"Texas Cocaine Fratboy, Go Back To Texas.''
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~

Activist groups ·push
·anti-Bush messages
FROM PAGE

3 .

attend, although none s_howed
up until about 45 minutes
before the 7 p.m. gubernatorial
de'Qate.
Republican
Susan
Schaffer, a ·non-student, said
she was not aware of any invite
to -"We the People." She and
other Republicans showed up
to support Bush just before the
debate started.
Most organizations at "We
the People'.' promoted antiBush messages, to which the
crowd applauded. But as the
start of the debate neared, both
students and non-students
. began turning up to show support for their candidate.
Democrat Mari Anderson
wore signs saying "Buck Fu$h"
and "Texas Cocaine Fratboy,

Go Back to Texas." Anderson
said she has similar signs in
her yard at her Titusville
home, and admitted that she is
somewhat of a "public nuisance."
Other overt anti-Bush protesters came equipped with a
·1.5-foot tall inflatable rat smoking a cigar with a sign around
its neck saying "Devious Jeb." ·
-Other
Central
Florida
Democrats had signs reading
"Kids Don't Count Witli Jeb."
"It just seems like Jeb is
giving to corporations: 8J!d giving them tax breaks," said
Democratic
demonstrator
Rusty Lehman. ''And we don't
-receive any cuts."
Tom Procyk, a funior and
member of NORML and Free
the Planet, pumped up _the ·
~ crowd-dµring an Open Mic ses-

·sion with a poem comparing
Bush to Hitler.
"[I hope this event will]
raise the awareness that there
are alternative ideas out there
not conveyed in the mainstream media," Procyk said.
"People would like these ideas,
but they are just not -aware of
them." As the televised debate
started, many students went
inside the· Strident Union to
watch it due to technical difficulties with the .large ou~door
screen. Halfway through .the
debate, however, a crowd
reformed outside after organizers finally got the big-screen·
projection to work.
"Besides the technic3.l difficulties, it's been great,'' .
Cregger said. "We'll know on
Nov. 5 if it was worth it."
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Faculty forum to discuss
board of trustees' future
TIFFANY REPECKI
STAFF WRITER

Concerned about the
future of higher education,
UCF's Faculty Senate is sponsoring an open forum on
Amendment 11 at 5 p.m. today
in the Stildent Union.
If approved, Amendment
11 would reestablish a
statewide board of regents that
would oversee Florida's 11 universities while keeping a board
of trustees at each institution.
Gov. Jeb Bush dissolved the
board of rege.Q.ts and appointed
boards of trustees at each.
state university to put the decision-making bodies closer to
the universities.
The boards act indep-endently of one another and have
responsibilities
previouslyreserved for the board of
regents. UCF's Board of
Trustees has the ability to create new programs, hire or fire
faculty members, /construct
new roads and buildings or
increase tuition costs.
''We didn't have
big
problems on the campus, so we
generally - listened to the
regents talk about other campuses," said President John
· Hitt, talking about the board of
regents system. "Now we have
a 13-member board who is
focused on one campus, and
we get a lot more scrutiny of
our operation month-by-month·
from the board [of trustees]
than we did from the board of
regents."
The forum will open up

any

discussion about- Amendment approved, they [the trustees]
11, w:hich has been dubbed the will be the employers of all of
Graham amendment, after · its the university's faculty and
creator, U.S. Sen. Bob Graham. staff," he said.
Phil Handy, chairman for
Cook said academic fr~e
the
Florida
Board
of dom, which may be subject to
· Education, will speak against the same pressure by board
the amendment. From Sen. members, also concerns many
Graham's office, Robin Gibson, faculty members. She said prowill speak in favor. Professor fessors worry about the board
Rufus . Barfield will moderate members' approval of issues or
subjects they teach in class.
the forum.
Another worry among fac"Amendment 11 is a very
difficult and complex issue," ulty is that some trustees ~
said Michael Mullens, chair of typically draWn from the ranks
the Faculty Senate. "It's impor- of local business leaders .and
tant to the UCF community those with political connections - are unquaJ)fied for the
and faculty."
· A panel comprising three powerful ppsitions they hold
UCF faculty members will pose and could misunderstand what_
a series of questions to the two a research university, such as
speakers. Professors Ida Cook, UCF, does.
Cook cited September's
Jim Gilkeson and Aubrey
Jewett make up the panel. For UCF Board of Trustees meet·the past two weeks, they have ing, at which a presentation
been collecting possible ques- was given about new research
and discoveries by UCF faculty
tions from faculty members.
Cook said 'the questions on the Aztecs. After the meetreflect the faculty's concern ing, Co.ok said a confused
about the formation of the . board member approached the
board of trustees, concern presenters_. The board member
about the politicization of the did not Understand the proboard, and concern about the ject's purpose, which was · to
board's ability to appoint or advance knowledge about and
remove a university employee, understanding of the Aztec culeven President Hitt, at any ture.
Cook
said
that
time.
"If Hitt says or does some- Amendment 11, if passed,
thing that upsets the· board, it would keep the benefits .of the
can get rid of him With no board of trustees, but reduce
the board's power s.omewhat.
recourse," Cook said.
Hitt agreed that the UCF
"It's nice to have a local
Board of Trustees does have group advocating UCF, [but the
the authority to hire and fire Board of Trustees] will continthe president.
ue to do that under
"If this amendment isn't Amendment 11," Cook said.
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Contraceptive Injection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA" Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable Slolspension, USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection {AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular injedion (a shot) in the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months ( 13 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months (13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the !;ame as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second haff of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released fi"om the ovaries during your
menstrual cycle. it cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA
also causes chani:es in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective 1s DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVEAA Contraceptive Injection depends - on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see 'How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVE~
Contraceptive Injection?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get
DEPO-PROVERAContraceptive Injection. your first injection must be given ONLY during
the first 5 days of a normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not
breast-feeding: and, if exclusively breqst-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. -It is a
long-term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month ( I 3-week) intervals.
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control available. This means that the average annuaf pregnancy rat~ less than
one for every I 00 women who use QEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-P.ROVERA depends only on t\ie patient returning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. Your health-care provider will help you compare 'DEPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the information you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the nght choice for you.
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not follow the directions exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continuous Use
Method
DEPO-PROVERA
Implants (Norplant)
Female sterilization
Male sterilization
Oral contraceptive (pill)
Combined
Progestogen only
IUD
Progestasert
Coooer T 380A
Cpndom (without spermicide)
Diaphragm (with spermicide)
Cervicaf cao ·
Wrthdrawal
Periodic abstinence
Spermicide alone
Vaginal Sponge
used before childbirth '
used after childbirth
No method
Source: Trussell et al. Obsrec.Gynecol. 1990:76:558-567.
•From Norplant" package insert

Lowest
Expected
0.3
0.2•
0.2

0.1

'Jypical
0.3
0.2•

0.4
0.15

3
0.1
0.5

3
20
0.8
2
6
6
4
1-9

3

12
18
18
18
20
21

6
9
85

18
28
85

if you have had cancer of the breast
6.0ther Risks
if you have had a stroke
Women who use hon'none-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
stroke. Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section.
ingredients).
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive. Injection?
•
Contraceptive Injection?
~~Po-~'Rbt~~ provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It is
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following:
• sharp chest pain. coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
• a family history of breast cancer
·
in the lung)
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps. or
• sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting. problems with your eyesight or
bleeding from your nipples
·
- speech, weakness, or numbness~n an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• kidney disease
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeping .
• high blood pressure
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal area
•
persistent
pain,
pus,
or
bleeding
at
the
injection
site
·
·
: :~~~e headaches
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
I.Weight Goin
• dtabetes or a family history of diabetes
You mey experience a weight gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
• a history of depression
the women who used DEPO-PRQVERA in clinical trials reP?rted a weight gain of about 5 pounds
• if you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Women in one
This product 1s intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years. or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 years, or
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
approximately 2.75 pounds per year.
Injection?
·
'
2.0ther Side Effects
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last In a clinical study of. over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years. some
injection for its effect to wear off Based on the results from a large study done in the United States, women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant it is expected that DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding amenorrhea. headache, nerYousness, abdominal
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I 0 months after their last injection;
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months: about 83% of . discharge or irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating. swelling of the hands or feet
those who become pn:!gnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of those who become ·backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
bre~ant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use
flashes, and joint pain. Other problems were reported by very few of the women in the clinical
trials, but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract
it
infections, allergic reactions, fa inting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility. deep vein
I .frregulor Mensuuol Bleeding
thrombosis, pulmonary em bolus, breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems
The side effect repol'ted most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA, discuss them with your health-care provider.
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using Should any r,recautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one or more of the following chan$es: irregular or Contraceptive njection?
unpredictable bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no bleeding
I .Missed Periods
at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding. however, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA;
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
and if this happens, you should see your health-care provider right away. With continued use of periods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
DEPO-PROVERA, bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely.
regularly every 3 months ( 13 weeks). then you are probably not pregnant However, if you think
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA, 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual that you may be pregnant see your health-care provider.
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I )'ear of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual ·· 2.l.aborotory Test Interactions
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
If ~u are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your health-care provider that you are using
causes a resting state in your ovaries. When your ovaries do not release .an egg monthly. the
gE~g=~~g~~~. for contraception. -Certain blood tests are affected by hormones ~uch as
regular monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the bleeding
·
that comes with your normal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using 3.Drug·lnteractions
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period will usually. in time, return to its normal cycle.
Cytadren (aminoglutethimlde) is an anticancer drul\ that may significantly decrease the
2.Bone Mineral Changes
·
•
effectiveness of DEPO-PROVtRA if the two drugs are given during the sam.e time.
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
4.Nursit Mothers
·
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
Althou
DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk, no harmful
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use, but after that it begins to resemble the
effects _aye been found in these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
normal rate of age-related bone.mineral loss.
producing milk, so it can be used by n.ursing. mothers. However, to. minimize the amount bf
3.Cancer
•
DEPO-PROVERA ~at 1s passed to the 1nf~t 1n the first weeks after birth, you should wart until
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used
6 weeks after ch1ldb1rth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception.
DEPO-P.ROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of-the . How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
breast, ovary. uterus, cervix, or liver. However. women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months ( 13 weeks) given in a
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased risk of single intramuscular injection in the buttock or upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregnant
developing breast cancer similarto that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with
at the time of the first injection, it is essential that the injection be given ON LY during the first
your health-care provider.
--·
5 days of a normal menstrual penod. If used follgwing the delivef')'. of a chila. the ficst iniection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth 1fyo<1 are not breast-feeding or
is such an effective contraceptive method. the risk of accidental
6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 mont hs
pregnancy for women who get tl;leir shots regularly \every 3 months [ 13 weeks]) is very low.
( 13 weeks) between injections, or longer than 6 weeks after delivery. your health-care provider
While there have been reports of an increased risk of ow birth weight arid neonatal i n~ant death. should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your injection ofDEPO-PROVERA.
or other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such pregnancies are
Rx only
CB-7-S
uncommon. · If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
•
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University searches.for new leader
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Committee hires consulting firm
_to research candidates forprovost

~

"'

The search is on to
replace departing provost and
vice'
president
Gary
Whitehouse
now
that
President John Hitt has
Soileau said that Whitehouse
appointed a panel headed by
M.J. Soileau to identify candi- is very collegial and open in his
decision-making process. He
~
dates.
Soileau, the vice president added, "He is appreciated l:>y the
for research, said he is·looking campus community. He is very
for someone who knows how to meticulous and open with the
build a university. Soileau will budget. He chairs the budget comcha.IT the_search committee of mittee and is very inclusive in his
-32 looking to replace discussions. He is known for his
Whitehouse, who announced famous FYI e-mails." Committee meetings are open
he is returning to teaching at
to
all,
although meetings will not
the end @f the current academbegin until the spring semester.
ic year.
Whitehouse has served as The committee hopes to reduce
WHITEHOVSE
provost and vice president for -the list of candidates to a sin.all
academic affairs for the past10 group by Jan. · 1. Finalists . will
years. "This is three times the receive campus tours in the deal with everything from- stu- yet to identify any candidates to one, but hard to find a good somedents to contracts. The provost is replace Whitehouse, Soileau does -0ne," he said. "UCF is an attracaverage time,"· said Soileau. spring.
responsible
for the daily opera- not· anticipate any pr,oblems in tive place to be, t)lough, because
Soileau
said
a
new
provost
"People have a comfortable
of
the
university.
finding a replacement.
tions
we are still building.· A new
should
be
interested
in
the
univerlevel with him. But it will be
Although the committee has
"It will be easy to find some- provost would be part Of that."
good for the .university to have 'sity as a whole. He will have to
a fresh approach."
The committee last week -;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'-----~~~~~~
placed an advertisement for
Tut·~'~'+Y"
the position in three-academic
journals: The Chronicle for _
lspen1, yea~s, 1rowin1
Higher Education, Issues in
Black Education ancf Issues
in Women's Education.
That -advertisement seeks
a candidate with "[a] proven
record of broad, progressive·,
·administrative. budgetary, and
strategic planning experience;
'
- ..
"'
demonstrated commitment to
excellence
in
teaching,
research, creative activity; and
public service; a global perspective in curriculum design;
and an understanding and
knowledge of trends and issues
in higher education is desired~"
Hitt created the search
committee, which includes' faculty, student.s and staff, when
he sent out .a broadcast e-mail
on Oct. 15. Each college made
recommendations. Prominent
members include Geraldine Ferris, Judith Albertson and
SGA President Marco Pena all members of the UCF Board
of Trustees - and William
Merck, UCF's vice president
for administration and finance.
Several groups 8.lso nomi- .
nated members for-the committee, including the department
of Academic Affairs and the
Student
Government
Association. After all nomii:uitions were made, Hitt added
five more people to ensure the
group is as diverse as possible.
The committee hired a
.consulting firm, A.T. ·Kearney,
Inc., to help with the search.
Soileau said the firm does a
background check on each
candidate, checking credentials as well as primary and
secondary :references. Soileau
safd that the firm has conducted similar searches and has a
network of people it can contact to ask if they are interested in the job.
Tlie
committee
has
encouraged faculty members
to nominate people who they
think ·could fill Whitehouse's
shoes. Soileau said it is a more
honorable way to apply for the
position and tliose nominated
can apply without looking bad
to their current employer.

\will be easy to ·find

someone, but hard to .find a
good someone. -

up in
Chufcll, b,lt Ulat was less QI
vi11a1.frwanled·and .11or1.or a·
cb event.'
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What's -News~

Ready for Radar? Fuel? Fix?

ln Business and F~

Spunky MagaZine -Edi,t,Ors
,

·paying ·the Price

Still Struggling

The average cost of brand-name drugs has
gradually outpaced that of generic rivals,
.leading to more pressure for Washington
to clamp d.own B'.n brand-name prices.

FDA May _Speed
Generics to Market
The Food.and Drug Administration is planning a new rule to help
. generic drugs get to market sooner,
seeking to ease one of the longstanding complaints against
-· brand-name drug makers.
The White House-proposed rule
will limit drug makers to seeking a
single 30-month delay before a
generic competitor can be introduced after a patent-expires; until
now, some pharmaceutical firms
have received more than one 30month delay in connection with the
same medication. The proposal, on
which the Food and Drug Administration will now seek public comment, also seeks to curb the ability
of drug makers to file "frivolous"
. patents with the FDA; a move that
can tangle the ability of a generic
rival to come to market.
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Sources: Generic Pharmaceutical Association;
lMS Health '

The move, two weeks before
congressional elections, puts the
big pharmaceutical companies under sudden attack from a president
they have staunchly supported.
The $160 billion pharmaceuticals
industry is one of the Republican
Party's strongest supporters. Mr.
Bush opposed legislation passed by
the Senate in July that included
provisions similar to key parts of
his new proposal.
The rule is subject to public
comment before becoming final,
and likely Will be strongly opposed
by the big drug makers.

AOL Lags_Rivals
In Online Ads
America Online's woes may be
giving online advertising a · bad
name.
AOL says its ad revenue is likely
to plummet 41% this year. In most
industries, as the largest player
goes, so go its brethren. But in online .advertising, after a miserable
2001, it appears to be the opposite
situation this year.
Most forecasters predict onlineadvertising sales will be flat or only
slightly down, compared with last
year's $7.2 billion total, itself off
12% from 2000, according to eMarketer. Considering that those numbers ·include AOL's $1 billion decline, the stable industrywide data
suggest other players are making
up for AOL's declines.
ESPN, for Gne, says its Web ad
sales have increased by a doub1edigit percentage. The Wall Street
Journal, published by Dow Jones &
Co., says Web ad sales are up 24% in ·
the third quarter. New York Times
Digital says advertising is up 30%
this year for three reasons: prices
Please turn to Next Page

·Agai~st the Odds . .
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Despiteialtthg magazine sales~nd an advertising market stiH mired in recession, some
.entrepreneurial editors are la1mcflingnew magazines in comingmonths.
·. ~ ;Radar

. Line Up Offbooi-Tiiles

• CREATOR: Maer Roshan, former editorial director,

Talk

By MATTHEW ROSE
aer Roshan probably ·
could · have landed a
cushy editing job at a
top publishing company
after his employer, 'falk
magazine, closed its
doors in January. Instead, the dapper 35-year-old is out touting a business plan for an irreverent generalinterest magazine.
On a page headeci "Key Issues,"
the one at'the top of,the list reads:
"Isn't this a bad time to launch a
new magazine?"
The advertising ;narket is still
deep in recession. Sales on cluttered newsstands continue to fall ..
Subscribers are harder to .come by
than ever. But Mr. Roshan is confi. dent he can buck the odds and pull
together the financing necessary tQ
launch his new magazine, Radar.
He has pulled together several
cover · mock-ups and prototype
pages, as well as a 74-page busine_ss plan. He is close to finalizing
·partial backing from American Media Inc., the publisher of the Enquirer, the Star and"c)ther pulpy supermarket tabloids.
Meanwhile, in San Francisco,
the No. 2 editor at the now-defunct
Industry Standard is starting up a
food magazine, tentatively called
Chow. In New York, Alan Light,

M

40

'90
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Buck Weak Econnmy, ,

U.S. Airlines
The skies over the U.S. aviation
industry are growing . even
stonnier.
Weighed down by the weak
economy and increased security
and insurance costs since Sept. 11
of last year, nearly all the major
U.S. airlines have posted losses for
the third quarter, except Southwest
Airlines, which has grabbed market share from other airlines witl1
its potent combination of low costs
and low fares. Saying cost-cutting
can't keep up with iJ:s plunge in revenue, American Airlines parent
AMR Corp. posted a third-quarter
loss of $924 million. The carrier also
told Boeing Co. that it wouldn't take
delivery on any new airplanes in
2004 and .2005, marking the second
time in two days that a major U.S.
carrier cut its deliveries. Delta Airlines canceled orders earlier.
Third-quarter losses also were
posted by Northwest Airlines, Continental Airlines, America West,
Delta Air Lines and UAL Corp., the
parent of United, the nation's
largest carrier. UAL faces a possi. ble bankruptcy-court filing if it
doesn't raise fresh ·capital. UAL
has said it plans to reapply fur $1.8
• billion in federal loan guarantees
after -having agreed in principle
with its unibns to chop $5.8 billion
in labor costs over five years. Delta ·
said this week it will cut 7,000 to
8,000 more jobs to stem its losses;
the No. 3 carrier soon will have cut
18,000 jobs, or 23% of its work force,
since Sept. 11 last year.

©2002DowJones&C.Ornpany,Inc.AllRightsReserved.

• lAUNCH DATE: Three test issues beginning March
• TARGET AUDIENCE: Young, urban professionals
• CONTENT DETAILS: Serious
but irreverent reporting on
pop culture and current
events
Good Music (working title)

.,..-

• CREATOR: Alan Light, former editor i.n chief, Sptrr

• lAUNCH DATE: First half, 2003
• TARGET AUDIENCE: Music fans, 30 years o.ld and up_
• CONTENT DETAILS: Music reviews, profiles and
features, photo essays
·

most recently editor in chief of music magazine Spin, hopes next year
to launch a music magazine for
adults, which he is calling, at least
for now, Good Music. Other ideas
being pitched to publishing companies by magazine veterans include
Fuel, a stylish automotive magazine for young men, and Fix, a
magazine about addiction.
"It's true in many ways, working on a magazine is like blacksmithing-there doesn't seem to be
a lot of need for it right now," says
Jane Goldman, the former Industry Standard editor, whose fresh
spin on the food magazine is to
pitch it to people younger than the
competition's readers.
A mix of ,quixotic optimism, entrepreneurial spunk ahd the eternal hope of stumbling on another

about

.

InStyle or Maxim keeps publishers
cranking out new magazines, even
in a bleak economy. While not quite
matching the record pace set in
1998, 540 new magazines _came to
. market in the first nine months of
. 2002", according to a University of
Mississippi tally-beating the 519
titles launched in the year-earlier
period. The number of launches
grew despite a pullback by corporate publishers from new ideas, es- ·
pecially those with circulation under one million.
Anne Kreamer, who launched
Nickelodeon magazine for Viacom
Inc., and John Ellis, the media and
technology columnist, are looking
for - publishing partners for a
monthly called Fix, which would offer support for people trying to kick
Please turn to Next Page
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UCF undergraduates have unique opportunities
that provide a smooth transition to graduate scho9I.

Senior sc olars can take graduate classes ,
that apply to both their undergraduate and
· graduate degrees.
-

W!ktt~ that enable
students to complete both a bachelor's and
master's degree in five years ·are available to
historyl liberal stud1es and nursing majors. ·

-

'

'

••r:;rna...1.mrn-,1"-.JJ:""-·
·""'·- worth $25,000 per year are
available to outstanding UCF
undergraduates. ·

Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street ~oumal ·- in print and online.
•. -Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.)V~l:~DIJ'l/~t-udenj 'or.tall 1-BOG-915'·.8602.
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College Tuition Soars, but Aid Grows, Too
•

What's News-

The New York-based· - - - - - - - - - - revenue, up from 13%
)3y JUNE ~ONHOLZ
two decades ago. State
College Board took
In Business and Firumce
W.tion at public colleges just pains to portray college Price Jumps
flinding accounts for
Price
increases
for
took its biggest jump in a
about 36% of revenues at
as a good investment
average undergraduate
quarter centl,lI'y.
public colleges, down
and a bargain. More tuition:
Continued from Previous Page
tors are considering fl plan that
The College Board, in its
from 45% in 1980.
thari half of all students
would require the nation's biggest
have
dropped,
the
ads
have
gotten
yearly survey of higher-edattend schools with tu- Four-year public college:
Public and private
bigger and flashier, and advertisbanks and securities firms to estabucation pricing, said tuition
ition of less than $5,000, 2002-2003 ........ $4,081 colleges both attribute
lish backup facilities hundreds of
ers are recognizing the Internet as
at four-year public colleges and
it sa1d, and it pegged
• 9 60110 rising tuition to jumps· a good way to reach people while
miles outside of Manhattan as a
Increase
...........
-.+
·
iri
faculty
salaries
and
,universities is up 9.6% from a year
the lifetime earnings of
hedge against a major catastrophe.
they
are
at
work.
ago, or about seven times the rate
a college graduate at $1 Four-year private college: fo rising technology and
The plan, which suggests that
2002·'2003:
.....
$18,273
·
construction
costs
as
of inflation. Frivate-college tuition
million more than the
securities
Martha
Stewart
firms might have to logrew 5.8%, and tuition at commuoverall earnmgs of lncrease ........... A.+5.8% · students demand cutcate
backup
offices as much as 300
nity colleges rose 7.9%.
ting-edge
computer Could Face· Charges
someone with . only a · community college:
miles away from New York, is
labs, high-speed InterStudent aid also increase(!, to
high-school diplo!Ila.
20 02-2003 ........ $1, 735
aimed at keeping the financial sys·The Securities and Exchange
$90 billion, almost triple what it
But
the
jump
m
pub...
+ 1 go1 - net connections and intem rlinning in the event of a mast
't'
t
.
Increase
...........
-.
.
10
.
h
creasingly lavish dormi- · Commission has informed Martha
was a decade ago. More than half ' llC-SC 001 Ul ion, 0 an .
sive terrorist attack or other disas- .
Stewart
it
intends
to
recommend
of that money is in the form of loans
tories, labs and fitness
average Of $4,081 a Source: College Board
ter,
according to a New York Fedfiling·civil securities-fraud charges
that must be paid back. But a bigyear, is unusually . - - - - - - - - centers. Ballooning fieral Reserve official. Currently,
against
her
in
connection
with
her
nancial
aid
is
another
ger slice than ever also is coming in
large, even after admost existing and planned backup
sale of ImClone Systems Inc. stock
cost that schools pay for by raising
the form of merit. scholarships for
justing for inflation. Tuition now
sites are within 20 to 30 miles of
· in late December, people with
high-scoring, high-GPA students.
tuition for other students.
accounts for 19% of state-university
New York City.
knowledge of the matter say.
The move · signals that governOdds &.Ends
, ment authorities are close to bringMcDonald's Corp., which has
ing their case against Ms ..Stewart
after
months
of
probing
her
role
in
been
struggling amid the glut of
· the scandal at ImCione, a onceU.S. restaurant competition and
Continued from Previous Page
buy ads in maga~ines with obVious
perceptions of poor service, said it
a range of unhealthy habits. The, would also have been built on an
highflying blOtech
company
readers. Drug companies like to
advertising premise that would
founded by her friend Samuel Wakwill sharply pare back new restaunation's 20 million alcoholics, 12
advertise in health-related titles,
rant openings in 2003 ... AT&T
sal. A representative for Ms. Stewmillion prescription-drug abusers, - have been ya]lked out froin beclothing companies in fashion
neath us," he says. "It is twice as
Corp. reported revenue at its key
art, who built a media empire
14 million users of illicit .drugs and
magazines. Mr. Roshan says
much
a
vote
of
{investors')
conficonsumer unit tumbled 26%, as
around her flair for cooking and
23 million cigarette smokers trying
Radar's subject matter will be
dence that they put any of their
long-distance sales continued to be
decorating, had no comment.
to quit are a ready-made audience,
broad-based,
but
it
will
have
a
narmoney
in
at
a
moment
like
this."
Dr. Waksal has pleaded guilty to
hurt by competitfon from e-mail
Ms. Kreamer says.
row reader target of young urban
all the projects percolating;
and cellphones ..
a raft of insider-trading and other
A former Details magazine edi- · Mr.·Of
Roshan's
may
be
the
boldest.
A
professionals,
a
desirable
advertisBy Jay Hershey
charges,
and
prosecutors
said
they
tor, Tim Moss~ says he' decided to
fixture on Manhattan's magazine . ing demographic. Starting circula- were. continuing to investigate
go ahead with his idea of -a
tion will be about 200,000.
·
circuit, Mr. Roshan was deputy edHow to contact us:
whether he tipped off others, in"wickedly stylish, fun" car maga- . itor
at
Primedia
lnc.'s
New
York
Mr.
Roshan
has
commitments
Campus Edition@wsj.com
cluding family members and an inzine while having drinks in an East
from other backers for half the
magazine before being tapped as
dividual who sold $30 million in the
Villa.ge bar. He still thought it was a
roughly
$15 million in launch costs;
Ta,lk's
editorial
director.
Radar
is
biotechnology
company's shares.
good idea the next morning. Car. intended to be a biweekly, covering
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
he is hoping to publish three test ismakers, after all, spent $1.23 bil• How to avoid problems when _
sues beginning in March. "It still
news and culture, a combiriation of
U.S. May Require
lion on magazine ads in the first
emailing your resume to employer~
might not _happen." he adds. He
Vanity Fair and the defunct Spy, in
nine months of 2002.
and Mr. Light often meet for what
the
style
.
o
f
the
gossipy
tabloids.
Backup Wall Street · • Five simple ways tO impress an ·
Mr. Light ·wants to launch his
Mr. Light calls "Magazine LaunchGeneral interest magazines
interviewer
music magazine in the first half of
Thirteen months after the Sept.
have struggled in recent years be- ·· ers Anonymous" meetings- "to
2003. "it would have been easier to
• Why parents suddenly favor pub11 attacks temporarily shut down
cause they don't have a natural_ check that we are not completely
get the cash in boom times, but that _ base of advertisers, who prefer to
lic universities for their chilqren
the stock market, federal regulaout of our skulls," Mr. Light says.
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Higher.education deserved
center stage at debate
T

he debate between Jeb Bush and Bill .
featured a celebrity moderator, Tim Russert.
McBride held in the Stuqent Union on
The candidates did not answer any new questions, b'O.t rather regurgitated the same
Tuesday was nothing more than a
responses they gave last week. Gun control,
staged political event. The pretense for
K-12 education, taxes and gay adoptions WESH Channel 2 and the Orlando Sentinel
holding the deba~e at UCF was that education . the debate unfolded like a re-run of sorts.
Bµsh and McBride did not talk about the
occupied such a central role in the governor's
issues that UCF students hoped they would.
race, that UCF would be a natural place to
They wanted to hear the candidates' plans to
hold it.
protect the environment, expand health care
Sadly, the organizers opened the debate
and improve higher education. Instead, what
to relatively few people, mostly the candidates' supporters and influential people with- · they got was a televised version of last week's
in the university. Furthermore, while educa- · radio debate with seemingly vague questions
tion did take center stage at the debate, coland even more ambiguous answers.
Both candidates had the opportunity to
lege· education received no attention.
reach out to college students _and show that
With an event of this enormity, college
topics· such as rising tuition costs and the
they truly value their opinions and votes. Both
uncertain future of the Bright Futures
candidates could have spoken to the large
Scholarship program should have received
crowd of students who waited and watched
some attention. If UCF students had been
the debate outside the Student Union.
included in this UCF_event, they would have
Unfortunately, both Bush and McBride chose
to ignore the students.
demanded that the candidates address these
issues.
Tb.e candidates managed to ,answer one
question for the-entire student population
As it turned o~t, the final gubernatorial
without saying t.t. word to them. Do politicians
deoate simply reha.s hed the previous two
debates, yet this time, the made-for-TV event
care about a student's vote? Certainly not.

The Iraqi draft .
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OUR STANCE:

Activism is·good,
but protest misplaced

More policing needed in '6reek 6hetto'

W

hen our editorial staff recently called bers from Greek organizations.
for activism, we never expected so
If the Greek members had researched the
much. An entire day of speakers,
matter further, they might have discovered
- signs and demon~trators hovered
. that they could _attend the monthly Golden
Rule Review Committee hearings to suggest
outside the Student Union all day Tuesday.
Hundreds of students watched a live telecast
changes and voice their concerns.
· of Bill McBride and Gov: Jeb Bush debating for
They should have expre.ssed their opposition at a meeting in July that invited 28 Greek
office. Meanwhile, the GJ.'.eek organizations
and student government leaders waged their
members to a presentation regarding the
own protest. But theirs "7fil come in the form
guidelines and stipulations of the group disciplinary policy.
of a float - or rather, j;he absence of.ejght
floats.
Greek members have .had ample opportu- - We commend their decision to become
nities to voice their concerns, but have not
done so, and therefore have no grounds to ·
active, and applaud their example of unification, but it's unfortunate that their protest is
blame the administration for their resist_jlllce
neither effective nor necessary.
now.
· Their refusal to build Homecoming floats
To protest what they deem an unfair rule,
Greek members want to flex their clout by
for the parade on Saturday won't halt a proposed change to the Golden Rule that will
sabotaging an event mE;iant to honor the entire
allow university officials to discipline their
universicy They then plan to pass out fliers
entire organizations if several of their memexplaining their decision to ruin the parade.
bers decfde to misbehave at once.
Greek members should also realize-that
It won't convince administrators to
the Golden Rule deals with enforcing appropriate behavior, and as members of the UGF
involve them in the decision-making process
that they claim they have been excluded from.
community, they should abide by that policy A
minimal rule stating that they will be punInstead, it will put a damper on what
ished if they fight, trash homes with baseball
should be a day of celebration and friendly
competition for Greek organizations, ap.d disbats or terrorize the community'is not unac, ·appoint an entire community that turns out to
ceptable. It's the kind of standards the rest of
see the remarkable floats and spirited memsociety already lives by.
~.

'

'

As a student living in ·the "Greek
Ghetto," Icould not agree more that a greater
police presence is needed regarding your article. "Which agency should patrol 'Greek
Ghetto?"' by Rachel Zall published Oct. 21.
I believe if you research the police
archives. you will find the problem of crime in
. this area more widespread than people think.
There have been other muggings and criminal
incidents in this area that have gon.e unreported by your publication.
In addition to greater police presence,
-there is also a need for improved lighting. The

area around Alexander and Napiers Circle has
terribly poor lighting. More streetlights need
to be Installed in this area for safety concerns.
Beyond Greeks. this area is home to a
number of international students and their
families. It concerns me that these children
and fellow UCF students are endangered
because of "jurisdiction." Police are still police
regardless of_ where they are located. Safety
for - UCF students- is not _an unreasonable
request.
. -DANIEL SIEGEL

Pena's protests_for stu~ent panel
stem from personal miscondurt
I wonder why Marco Pefia suggests that
students should make up conduct panels and
pass judgment regarding other student conduct
violations. "Pefia: Tilt conduct panel toward students," by Sheyla ~ieves published Oct. 17.
I wonder why he suggests .having SGA
appoint or elect the student representatives.
- Could it be that It is because SGA is made
up of several members of his fraternity and
undoubtedly, being. that he is the current student body president. he will have some influence
over the selection of.persons to his panel?
It is essential that student conduct panels
include staff and faculty members. as they are
also ·part of the UCF community. If it were up to
Mr. Pena. he would personally select the conduct
panels.
The conduct hearings regarding Mr. Pena
are sealed records. and we will never know what
the panel finds. If the condt1ct panel has ruled
on his conduct violations. then apparently n-oth-

ing has changed. He is still the president of the
student body, ang to my knowledge. he has not
received any restrictions on club or organization
participation.
- ·It appears to me that Mr. Pena's statements regarding student conduct hearings are
merely a way for him t-0 target them. His motive
now is that they are pa~sing judgment' on his
own case.
If restrictions are plated on Mr. Pena. and
he is removed from office and- other <organizations on campus, he will argue the unfairness of
these panels and cite the statements he makes
now.
I can bet that if Mr. Pefia did not have to
sit before this panel - and he has before in-the
past for other violations - then he would not be
addressing thi,s issue and would not be concerned with it.

'
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-ADAM CASEBOLT

"Those who stand for nothing fall for anything."
-ALE.XANDER llAMILTON.
<

~
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·control, ·alt,.·delete. • •
MENTAL DOODLES

CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
STAFF WRITER

Imagine never having to use
three of the most dreaded words
in the English language ever
again - controi alt, delete.
-It's e,asy if you try.
At least IBM thinks so, which
·iswhytheyrecentlyunveiled their
plans·to develop computer technology that can self-diagnose
8imctions and treat them simultaneo_usly.. If and when such
attempts prove successful, computers would then be able to
essentially heal themselves.
As · someone whQ freely
admits himself a wanna:Qe oomputer nerd, I can ollly say, ''Hurry
up already!"
-~ Yes, I spend much more time
than I probab1y should working
on a computer - at home, at
work and at ·school - perusing
news sites, creating artwork, tinkering with digital video and
emailing family and friends. The
computer iS that toy that grew up
alongside , me. . Flatscreeii
panoramic monitors, CD anq DVD
burners, printer/fax;lcopier/icemaker combination machines - I
feel like releasing a good old-fashioned "Tim the 'Ibolman Taylor
testosterone-induced . roar."
Who's with me?
Unfortunately, as anyone
who spends his or _her time similar1y might attest, a good portion
of that time is playing tech support, whicl! in my case, is not a
pretty sight. My own bi;and of
computer assistance beginS with
a tried and true method referred
to as "restarting." It is an ancient

-

· Granted, there is a flipside to
remedy, a contemporary of trepbination and leech-bloodletting, but this vision of the future IBM offers
us. The one ,readily apparent
which survived them.
Usually, that works. I say detriment to self-hea)ing computagain, usually. If it doesn't, then I ers is that a relative1y steadfast
must reach deeper into my little crutch would be lost. The computbag of tricks. I ask-myself what er has, in fact, become what the
my father might do :in the same canine was for our parents and
situation. At some point there- grandparents - a universal
after, I end up on the floor .fum- scapegoat. Your professor didn't
bling around in some inaccessible get a papel' on time? Must have
corner, flashlight in my mouth, been a problem with e-mail,
playing with whatever cables I because we all know you sent it.
can find.
Missed a deadline at work? MustHours ·later, after jigg'ling have ,been because your hard
anything I can find on the com- drive crashed and · you're still
puter that is "jiggieable," I'll recovering files.
remember that my father is the
Of course that is most like1y a
same man who is conVinood that non-existent problem when offset
duct tape, peroxide and a steady by your. newfound productivity.
regiment of ''walking-it-off" are The dilemma not as e,asy to overcure-alls for whatever ails you.
look, however, would come in the
I also recall that.whenever he form of the killer robots this evolvdoes have computer problenis, he ing technology oould lead to. They
usually calls me, Thj.s never are coming, don't you worry. Aii.d
seems to work for me, however, as once thi,s new technology is in
my line-is always busy. I had no place, it ~on't be e,asy to defeat
idea f d beCome such a popular them.
person.
But I'll more than like1y be
Now, being the fair1y literate long dead by that time.
person that I consider myself, I
At present I am sick of starunderstand that diffe);'ent cultures ing at my reflection in a blank .
all over the world deal with prob- screen, struggling at midnight to
lems in very different fashions. retrieve a file that is needed by 7
Whereas we re1y on switches and a.m. but unable to extract it from
science, there are people who deep within that hunk of chips
subscnbe to dancing and chants. and processors, ·buried within
However unorthodox a plastic and metal And. all the
method might seem, there will while-it knows how much I need
inevitab1y come a time when one that material - oh yes, it knows
is eager to try anything. Let me - it won't cooperate, but it
assure you now, however, that knows.
swearing belligerently at your
It knows that the sooner I
computer does-not work I know, can retrieve those files, the soonbecause I've tried. In fact, I've . er I can get to bed and steal a few.
tried it a lot. And it has never hours of sleep before my deadline.
wo:r:ked._Not once.
It knows all of these things, and .
There are definite advan- yet all it says in that voice I cannot
tages to having a machine that forget, "It's., .not. ..my.. .fault. .. "
SQ let's hurry up and make
could repair itself. It has quite a
bit of potential for saving user this technology a reality. I need
time and thereby increasing pro- my sleep, and am even willing to
ductivity. That, in turn, could · risk the killer robots.
effective1y reduce stress levels
and promote longer, calmer and
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
reached at chris@ucffuture.com
happier lives.

·Where has all th~ spirit gone?
HORSE WITH NO NAME

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

•

As I sat at the football game
this past Saturday, the ollly thing I
felt was sname. I was embarrassed to be a Golden Killgh~ on

that irigb.t.
.
.
No, I'm not griping about our
loss to Tuledo. It was a great game,
and Tuledo was a formidable foe.
The reason for my shame is the
lack of eJ!thusiasm at this university.
There is only one thing I can
say about the students of UCF they_suck
UCF sports marketing made
a huge attempt to get the students
-behind the team and get to the
game. They created a buzz, 'Uley
created t-shirts, they created pins,
bumper stickers and prize contests. It was advertised all over the
_radio and all over campus. The
turnout was pathetic. While there
. were some·great fans cheering on

"-Serv!« or fg Education

Then, when we lose a football
the Knights, the larger crowd
hung around in the parking lots, game, I hear people slamming on
guzzling beer, watching other foot- football Coach Krucwk and the
ball games on portable TVs, mak- football team, talking trash about
ing plans to go to downtown clubs plays, calls, games and players
and bars. Most were too drunk they never bothered to watch.
' A lack of school spirit is
and too selfish to even set foot
inside the stadium to catch a sin- something you would expect at a
gle play. There were. thousands small university, or a community
more that did not even bother to college. It's not something you
make the drive to the game at all. should see at a university with
What is wrong with this uni- nearly 39,000 students.
No wonder we don't receive
versity? We have no-tradition, no
pride. What will it take to muster · the same respect that universities
some pride among UCF students? like Florida and Florida State do.
What does UCF have to do to~ No wonder Floridians grow up
a little support? Do we have to becoming hard-core Gator supbeat it into them, or rather, out of porters or religious Semipole fans
instead. .
them?
Why would they grow up
I feel for the Pride and
Traditions committee. I also feel dreaming of becoming a ·Knight
when no one is there to tell them
for the athletes on this campus.
Who appreciates the cheer~ all the great reasons they sJiould
leaders, the dance team, the be? It is we, the UCF students, that
inarching band and the players?
make this school what it is. And
I know I do. I know there are we've made a spiritle8s waste of
others, but I might be the ollly one, space. .
A decade froin now, I would
and there is ollly so much cheering and hollering I can do as one like to say, with pride, that I was a
Golden Killght.
person.
But even a decade, I fear,
Every other distinguished
university in the state supports won't garner the support we need
their fellow students through the and our athletic program will
blistering heat and torrential never get the respect it deserves.
downpours at home football
games. We, on the other hand,
Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com
cannot be bothered.

.
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-D-o n't waste your time
_ studying...
·
make the most of it!
A diagnostic self-assessment tool for students
that identifies weaknesses

and turns them into strengths
More than online quizzing! GradeSummit can

*
*
*

tell you how much you know before you take an exam_ - not after
pinpoi _
n t your strengths and we~knesses so you focus 'study lime
on the are-as that need it most
allow you to get the. most out of you r study tLme

'

11

Try the . first 3 ch apter s

FR E E !

11

"When I began taking this course I was worried about getting a C. As it stand_s now, I'm going to
get a strong A, and I feel that GradeSummit had everything to do witli [this success]. If I had
used Grade Summit in all three of my courses, I would have saved 3-4 hours a week studying"

Nikki Rogets, student
The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

·

"I love the instant feedback and I feel !,learn better with this system."

Carmen Michaels, student,
Fontbonne University

GradeSummit available for these course's:
American History - • Anatomy & Physiology • Financial Accounting • General Chemistry
Intro to Psychology • Macroeconomics • Managerial Acc_
ounting • Microeconomics
Principles of Accounting • Principles of Economics

Purchase online at www.gradesummit.com

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Homecoming games tenet to have a rich tradition of two things:
pageantry aµd an easy win. During halftime the homecoming court gets
marched out and honored. Before and after some poor weakling of
an opponent gets pummeled by the home team, giving plenty of·
chances to cheer on the speeial occasion.
UCF's homecoming opponent, Akron, seems to fit the
bill. The Zips.are a dismal 1-6, 0-3 in the Mid-AmericanConference, giving up an obscene 40.6 points a game.
And this iS the same Akron team UCF crushed 5717 at the Citrus Bowl last season. Yet there's a little something extra .to this game that makes
. what happens on the field a .little more
important: a rivalry.
"Coach (Kruczek) told us they're
a much better team then we played
last year even though their record
doesn't show it," s.aid nose guard
Larry Brown. "I don't really
know if it's a rivalry; but we're
going to have fun."
The bad blood
PLEASE SEE

between these two teams is well documented. Three years ago UCF
went up to Ohio to play the Zips. They left stunned, smarting from
an embarrassing 35-24 loss. Then in last y~'s game, $ch
occurred the very week UCF announced its entrance into the
MAC, Zips Coach Lee Owens told his team to give the
Golden K¢gbts "a brass-knuckle welcome." The Zips
then proceeded to dance on the UCF loco at midfield
of the Citrus Bowl prior to the game. And oh yeah,
they're MAQ East Division foes too, which is
enough motivation for a team desperately
needing conference victories.
"I remember the brass-knuckle
comment they made," Brown said.
'We're just going out right now to try
to get us a win and do our best." UCF's offense should have
a field day against Akron's
nonexistent defense. The
Zips' run defense ranks ·
amongst the worst in the
co~~ giving up an

Penalties oN 17

>Ji~ ·

The Knights vs The Zips
Oa. 26
Citrus Bowl
4 p.m.
Orlando. Florida

c

MIKE MABRY

Center
of 'The
·Moat'

Center Mike Mabry has
·been a mainstayfor UCF _
Mabry has been there every
game, caring only about one
thing. winning.
·.The f~s around him have
'We got to win, that's how I
changed. If graduation didn't grade myself," Mabry said. "If we
· take a teammate away, injuries don't Win, then it doesn't make a
dld. Players like Steve Edwards, · difference:"
Willie Qomerford and Garret
The senior has never ffilled
McCray .have come and gone to start a game at center .in his
through UCF's offensive line the
past two seasons. But Mike
PLEASE S~E Ma~ry oN 17
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

(.

JOE l<ALEITA

Center Mike Mabry (65) has started every game since he came to UCF.

I CFF
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+CAKE

- DESSERT
@$0

FORGET THE
FATBURGER
Crispers has been a central
. Florida sensation for· over
. 13 years, now in Orlando
with new locations opening all the
time. Kn.o w why folks like us so
·much? Because we're the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

<>o

•

Do t:he mat:h. Your meal_at: Crispers
, adds .u p t:o a free dessert:. · - ·
Just show us your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a FREE DESSERT with
the purchase of a gourmet salad over $4.oo or hearty st~cked sandwich.
Take your FREE choice from the dessert menu at your table ... mile high
~akes. ·.. creamy cheesecakes .. '. and our newly-famous Caramel Apple Granny.

If you have a current: UCF student: card
on you, dessert: is Qn us!

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes, ·
rich layer takes, cookies; and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own

,·

Crispers

WWW.CRISPERS.COM
'""'

,)

,'£S

There really is life after pizza.
Give us a try.
REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

GRAND OPENING!

436_& UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
ph (40,7) 673-4 i oo·

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANl?O

MON.-SAT. 1_0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM .. 8 PM

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM. - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM -- I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

\c=;7
ALA FAYA

ph (407) 482-4727 ,,

t

N

. -WE'RE.RIGHT A.R OUND THE CORNER!

~

CIO
0

a:

w
~

""'

\c~;7

:::>
436

SEMORAN BLVD.

~

·· ~
'

>Ill

z

Crispers is. now open at 436 & University andA1afya TraH, wh_i_c h means. delicious, healthy food is right around
the ~orner... and it's.;;fast! · p1us~ we~re· qpening-more new locations -all the time. Eat in ...take out...whatever.
::Just~vis~t ~-s today, and yo~~ ~an- tell t:Qur·Mom·you're eat~ng rrght!
~-

Premium

ice cream.

Free dessert with main .dish purch~se and UCF student card offer good Oct.24 - Nov.6.
Limit one per customer per visit, please.

GRAND OPENING!

Extrem~ly

.

.

.

2
large,
l~topping pizzas for $12. 99
P./s-IAwith your: firs~ ·P illa H_ut online order.
7

·~

.

Coupon Code JP
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CHRIS PILINKO

Linebacker Chris Pilinko -

came to UCF with no
guarantee ofbecaming
a Golden Knight

your
education
onlinewith

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

courses,

During the second quarter
of UCF's home game against
Toledo last weekend, linebacker
·Chris Pilinko limped off the field.
He favored his right ankle, which
kept him out of the last :P.ome
game and has. bothered him for
the better part of year. Yet two
plays later, Pilinko was back in
and maldng a chive-stalling tack- _
le on third down.
"Knowing.that you got to go
out there and get it done, it's not
· really an option to come out of
the game," Pilinko said. ''You got '
to play."
It's hard to expect Pilinko to
willingly stop playing after it took
so long for him to gBt to this point.
Sure he starts at. UCF's strong
linebacker position now. But from
where he started atUCF, it's been
a long and unconventional road.
In 1998, Pilinko graduated
from Nease High School in St. ADAM RoscHE I CFF
Augustine. He was coming off a Linebacker Chris Pilinko has struggled the past two seasons with an ankle injury.
superb senior season, earning
team MVP honors with 121 tack- linebacker and another on· the starter sets an excellent example
les, an interception and a sack strong side. He registered 27 for UQF's young defenders.
He had even r,ushed for four tackles, two sacks and an inter"I think it rubs off on the
other guys," D'Ottavio said.
tguchdowns offensively. Those ception in just seven games.
numbers earned him all-rounty
The reason he played only ''An~e you have a guy that
honors. But it didn't produce a seven games: an ankle injury. He plays hard and lays it on the line
football scholarship.
suffered it during UCF's home- every day the other guys see
So Pilinko arrived at UCF coming game against Louisiana- that."
_with no guarantees of becoming Monroe. He comes into this
Last season the Orlando
a Golden Knight. But he did, as a year's homecoming game Touchdown Club honored Pilinko
walk-0n, and ended up redshirt- against Akron with a similar when they gave him the Stuart
iug for the 1998 season. But that problem. Bone chips in the ankle Stripe Award. The award is given
one year of sitting out didn't gBt forced him to miss UCF's home to player who exemplifies undyhim on the active roster the fol- opener against Liberty, .but he's ing commitment to a goal, perselowing year. He again saw no returned for the past two games. verance through all obstacles,
action in 1999, spending the year Still, he's limped off the field dedication to the team, academic
on the scout team. Still, he used more than a few times in both achievement and dependability
on and off the field. It'd be hard to
the time to his advantagB and · contests.
"If he's going -to push find a better description of
won the team's outstanding
defensive scout team player through things, he always pl~ys Pilinko's five years as· a GQlden
award.
_
in pain," D'Ottavio said. "If he can Knight.
Pilinko has had a solid sea"He's got something in$ide go at all he's going to try and go.
there," said defensive coordina- He enjoys playing the _fo()tball son thus far. In five games he has
tor Bill D'Ottavio, who doubles as game and he comes out with a 33 tackles, tied for seventh on the
team. He's also forced one fumlinebacker coach. "He's had to purpose each and every day."
fight for every inch of everything _ That : kind of toughness ble. But perhaps most impressive
he's ever gotten out of this pro- helps to make Pilinko a leader on considering his humble begingram."
this Golden Knights team. Jfe's nings, he's started every one of
In 2000 he .finally cracked one of .only three seniors on the those games.
"It's definitely gratifying,"
the active roster, and he spent the · starting defense, along with
next two years as a back up in defensive end Elton Patterson Pilinko sald. "I know after the ,
the linebacker corp. This year he and cornerback Asante Samuel. season I'll look back and it will be
broke into the starting lineup. Though he isn't a vocal player, a - good accomplishment. But
Injuries made- him particularly his willingness to play through right now I'm just trying to go out
valuable last season, allowing pain and the scrappfuess he'_s there and play as hard as I can
him to start one game at middle shown to~ rise from walk-0n to and help this team win games."

certificates
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UCFVirtual

STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's soccer team
improved to &-5-2 overall and 3-1
in the Atlantic Sun Conference
with a 3-0 victory over the
~ Belmont Bruins on·Sunday afternoon.
Sophomore Xavier Delgado
got things goihg for the Knights
when he scored off Tobias
Kronberger's feed just over a
minute into the match. The next
goal wouldn't come for either side
until the 75th minute, when.UCF
freshman Juan ~blo Giraudo
scored liis fifth goal of the season

•

Campus.

•
(407) 823-4910
online@ucf.edu

FIGHTIN'
FIT
BOXING FITNESS CENTER
For Beginners & Advanced: _Fightin' fit offers
a noncontact boxing fitness prog-ram for the _
civilized woman. Classes include, but are
not limited to: kickboxing, boxercise
& a .boxer's conditioning workout.

407-831~6577
Personal Trainers & Classes Available
.M~rning, Afternoon & Evening!
Please call for directions: located in
Big Tree Crossing Industrial Park off of 427

ORIANOO
FOOT & ANKLE -

C L JN IC
Personalized Foot Pain Solutions.for the Active Adult

Todd C. Talbert, DPM
8000 Red Bug Lake Road, Oviedo

(407) 706-1234·

· Knights shut out Belqiont, climb above .500
m a shot that hit the crossbar

•

through the

FROM THE SPORTS DESK
TOM ALEXANDER

..

and degrees

To Celebrate Our New .Location in Oviedo

Rowers do well in Boston

before finding the back of the net.
The UCF women's crew
. Senior Sherwin_ Sargeant team took seventh and 12th
scored his first goal of the year places at the Head of. the
about three minutes later to fin- Charles Regatta in Boston last
ish the Knights' attack for the weekend. day. Freshmen Billy Judino and
The UdF varsity 8+ fin· Adrj_en Gessen picked up assists. ished seventh on Saturday with
The shutout was goalkeeper a time of 17:59.49, while the
Ryan Mcintosh's second of the lightweight 8+ took 12th in
_season. He recorded seven saves. 19: 17.44 on Sunday.
Giraudo's goal gave him the team Lehigh won the var_sity
lead with five. Belmont dropped event followed by West Virginia
to"t-7-2 overalland2-4-1 in theA- and Louisville. The Riverside
Sun. The Golden Knights are , Rowing Club finished first !_n. the
back in action when they host lightweight event followed by
conference foe Mercer at home at . Radcliffe,
Princeton
and
7 p.m. Friday.
Wisconsin.

'WE'RE SnumNG Off ON THE

RIGHT FOOT BY SAVING YOU

$60"

--:r----------~------------•
- FREE- I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"END. YOUR PAIN EXAM"

(A $60 VALUE)

YOUR COMPREHENSIVE EXAM INCLUDES:
PRIVATE CONSULTATION

& HEALTH HISmRY REVIEW

PHYSICIAN EXAM OF YOUR ANKLES AND FEET
GAIT, POSTURE AND JOINT-MOBILllY TEST
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND TREATMENT OPTIONS

-

PRESENT THIS AfJ AT TIME OF VISIT, EXPIRES

12/31/02 NEW PATIENTS ONLY

- I
I
I
·I
I
-I
I
I
I
I

~-----------------------·

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay,
cancel payment or be reimburs'ed for payment for any other service examination or
·
treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the
advertisement for the·free, discounted-fee_or reduced-fee examination, or-treatment.

l!I
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. ·. "Defensively w~'re :~ing to
have to step up and stop 1jharlie
eye-popping 205.1 yards per Frye," Kruczek said. "He throws
game. That'll give UCF rtinning it around and runs around. He's
back Alex Haynes a good.chance the guy."
He's also very liberal with
to make up for missing the better
part of two games with a high whom he throws to. His top two
ankle sprain. Also expect to see receivers, Miquel Irvin and Matt
.even more of running back Dee Cherry, have 30 and 29 recepBrown after he turned in his best tions apiece. Third receiver
Morris Ellington has 18, and rungame against 'Ibledo.
"I like Dee Brown, I like him ning back Brandon Payne has 26.
a lot," UCF Coach Mike Kruczek Plus the Zips can get creative, ·
' said. "He's not a burner, but very using wide receiver/quart~rback
effective. He catches the ban well ·Nick Sparks. Sparks has 19
and he blocks well. I don't feel catches and a receiving touchlike we drop
a whole fot with ·down on the year, and completed
8-<>f-10' passes with a throwing
him in the football game."
Akron's passing. defense is touchdown.
The Zips also have two
worse. They're- giving up 236.6
yards in the.fill' and have allowed capable running backs in Payne
. 15 touchdowns. They've also and Bob Hendry. Hendry; the
picked off i\lst three passes ahd starter, has 476 yards on the
recorded a~)n.easly five sacks. ground and five touchdowns.
Against a ,pGlt _?ffensive line Payne has 269 yards. and three
· that's given up ju:st one sack in scores.·Even Frye is mobile, runfour ga.ip.es and one of the coun- ning for 111 yards and four
try's _better passing attacks, . touchdowns. As a team the Zips .
expect a whole lot of big plays: · average 158 yards per game and
This is the kind of game ill which have 14 rushing. touchdowns.
wide receiver Doug Gabriel and They should continue to have
· · , quarterback Ryan ·Schneider success against UCF's soft run
defense, -which gave up 300 yards
break records.
Of co~e Akron -does have on the ground last week against
an offense of its own. The Zips 'Ibledo.
Their one big special teams
are right behind UCF in terms of
passing yardage, getting nearly threat is kickoff returner Matt
·300 yards a game. Sophomore Carters. He's averaging 24.7
Charlie Frye has emerged as one yards on 24 returns. Akron has
of the best signals callers in the allowed two punt returns for
MAC. He's thrown for 1,906 yards touchdowns, so don't be surand 11 touchdowns, and sports prised if UCF return man Asante
Samuel doesn't run one back.
an efficiency rating of 141. 7.

c._

1_1

for an ugly game
Quarterback
Ryan
Schneider
and the
Golden
Knight~ are
carrying a
2-4 record
.into ·
Saturday.'s .
game
' against
Akron (1-6).

FR6M ·PAGE 14

off
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But the big thing to exf)~ct~ ht sure there's goingto be some heated
this game is plenty of penaltje& Nol . "eJ;lCOµnter s'between the two teamE.
only do both teains typically ·se~ lo~-S>;J-r~~goiilg-·t_o talk' to my guys ab~mt
of yellow flags, but also the_~terisity -..W;".alking aWa.y from i!·,,
of this potential rivalry is liable to
· UCF desperately needs to beat
cause some heated exchanges.
this Akron "team for a conference
"It ought to be an interesting win and expect nothing less. The
football game," Kruczek said. "I'm · Zips will have no way of stopping an

ever-Un.proving UCF '
offense. And if they try to dance on
the midfield logo again, they might
be in for a surprise. ·
'We're going to have Knightro
out (at midfield) looking for them,"
Brown said.
f'
UCF 55, Akron 20

Pleas·e Reserve Your ·s eat To
Attend TIAA-CREF's Financial
Education Seminar On:
Retirement Income Flexibilities
Get answers to the important questions facing you at retirement-how
much money is enough ... What are your retirement income
options... when and how can you begin receiving inco;.,e, and more~

MahrY hopes to haVe.
a future in coaching
he starred at the junior college
FROM.PAGE 14
level An all-region and Alltwo-year UCF · career. Only left Mississippi Junior College player,
tackle Brian Huff has done the he garnered team offensive MVP
los- honors. .
,
same over that period.
With those accolades on his
ing Edwards and Comerford last
season, injuries hit the line hard resume, UCF brought in the
early this year.
·
Dayton, Tex.as native to replace
Right tackle Kyle Watkins Chris Lorenti. He proved a solid
missed most of two-a-days, push- pick-up, recording 97 knocking senior Garret McCray ~to a downs.
~'Mike's a:coach on the field,
starting role. When right guard
Taylor Roliertson went down he directs the offensive line and
with a sprained knee against he gets five guys going in the right
Arizona State, McCr~y slid over direction," McFarland said. "He's
to guard and Watkins regained a fierce competitor and bringB a
his starting spot. Then just as lot of positives to us in the way he
· Robertson gut healthy two weeks handles his business."
As the center .and a senior,
ago, McCray blew out his right
knee in practice, ending his colle- Mabry finds himself in a natural
giate Ca.reer.
leadership role. He has stepped
The.effects of all this missed . up and taken that resp_onsibility
time up front showed. In UCF's after serving as team captain at
first two games, the Golden SMCC. And along with the other
Knights allowed eight sacks and senior linemen he has helped
on a tradition started last
rushed for just 98 total yards. But
· in the past four games, opponents season, calling the offensive line
have sacked quarterback Ryan · "The Moat." The nickname is a
Schneider just once and the play on the Golden Knights nickGolden Knights have averaged name, meaning the·tine protects
the quarterback just like a moat
122 yards on the ground.
'We've finally been able to protects a castle. The team has
get everybody kind of gelling.and had t-shirts done and distributed
working_tggether as a unit," said to the linemen.
Mabry's playing days at UCF
offensive coordinator· Robert
McFarland, who also serves as . will end with this season. Once he
offensive line coach. "Every ball- graduates he'd like to sti~k
game ·we're getting better. That's around as a graduate assistant
and eventually become a coach.
all you can ask."
Mabry has been a big part of It's fitting that he want s to stay in
that turnaround. At 6-feet~2, 295 football, considering he never
pounds, he has helped stabilized seems to miss a game as a player.
"I love to compete," . Mabry
the line since he transferred to
"I.love football so much, I_
said.
UCF last year. One of many players to come to UCF via Southwest . couldn't see myself doing anyMississippi Community College, thing else the rest of my life."

After

carrY

Date:
.
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Place:
Student Union, Room 222 ·

You can also meet with a TIAA-CREF
Financial Consultant for one-on-one
counseli.ng on:
Date:
Wednesday, November 6, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
Student Union, Room 222
Date:
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
10:45 .am - 4:30 pm
Place;
Student Union, Room 222
Date:
Monday, December 16, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm'
Place:
Student Union, Room _222
Date:
Tuesday, December 17, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
-Student Union, Room 222
RSVP:

Call at 1 800~842-2003 to schedule an appointment or register
online _at ww\v.tiaa-cret:orglmoc

~~

I:'-

Managing money for people _
with other things to think about:•

RETIREMENT I lt(SURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Ser-vices, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
For more information, call (800) 842-2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before investing. © 2002 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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JACKIE VANLOOVEN

It's all ·about
the shutout

Seniors score in firtal home.game .
CHARYi
· MAGDAONG .
STAFF WRITER ·

Gascoigne, who lifted
the ball into the back
of the net for her .
fourth goal of the seasmi. .McDonald's goal ,.
·c ame off . a penalty
kick. ·
Both of Samford's
goals 9filile in the· last
10 minutes of tbe
game from Marion
Wagner. Two minutes
apart, Wagner headed
passes off a throw-in
from
Adrianna
Zertuche and off a corner kick from Allison ·· Provine.
"You hate to give
up goals at the end of
the game and you
want to preserve the

Four
seniors
scored on senior day to
beat Samford 5-2 in the
Golden Knights' home finale · at the UCF
Soccer · Field
on
Monday afternoon.
"Goal production
was great," UCF
Amanda
Coach
Cromwell said "Five
goals, we were probably unlikely not to have
a couple more. Overall,
senior daY, it was a
great way to end qur
JoE KALEnA I CFF
-home regular season."
. While the upper- Senior Amanda King (11) scored her fifth goal of the season M,onday.
classmen provided the
shutout," Cromwell
firepower, all of the assists came from underclassmen. said. "But I played eve!Ybody and when you're making
· Amanda-King started the scoring 16 minutes into the too many subs, ~signments get lost. That's what hapgame. UCF's defense cleared the ball from its half with 3: pened on the corner kick. No one challenged. Th~t
long pass to freshman sensation Jennifer Montgomery, shouldn't happen."
who took the ball up the left flank of the field. After she
The Golden Knights return to action on Friday, travbeat her defender by cutting back toward the center, eling to Miami to face the Hurricanes. UCF h!}S a 13-4Montgomery crossed the ball to King, who scored her record, while Miami is 9-6-1.
fifth goal of the season.
UCF SPORTS INFORMATION
"I've been looking forward to this game .all year
Right before halftime, Nicole Cieslak gave UCF a 2- long," Cromwell said. "Miami's a -team that we're going
Jackie Vanlooven (left) has started 73 of 78 games in her four-year care~r at .UCF.
0 advantage. Fbllowing ~ UCF corner kick, Samford was to compete very well with. It will great for our momenable to clear its zone, but the ball fell to Courtney Baines, tum and confidence to get awin down there." Hill.
who sent the ball back on net. Cieslak took t:tie ball out of
On Sunday, UCF meets A-Sun opponent Gardner"Getting manhandled by· ·
the air and headed it past Bulldogs' goalkeeper Crystal Webb in' North Carolina for a 2 p.m. match. If the Golden
UNC," VanLooven said, "but it ·
Royall. \flth sjx seeonds left in the half, Cieslak threat- Knights finish their c6nference ·schedule undefeated,
was an honor. Playing in that
ened again, but the haJ;f ended with the same score.
UCF has an opportunity to regain the top seed going into
stadium with such a history.
The senior striker eventually got ner second goal of the Atlantic Sun 'Iburnament . . _
Every girl growing up wants to
the game at the 55:24 mark of the game. With 10 goals on
"Right now; we're sitting pretty good-in the conferplay soccer at UNC, Chapel
the season for Cieslak, she-tied Laura Dryden·for ninth ence," Cromwell said. "We have two more games.to solidHill"
place for career goals with 27. Ansley Gascoigne and ify our bye, so that's what we're looking for. I don't necVanLooven started playing
. --Sara McDonald accounted for UCF's remaining goals.
essarily care for first or second, becauseboth get byes in
soecer around the age of 5, but
Sophomore Pam ·Mattheus dribbled through a cou- the _conference tournament. But, we can still be first if
her athletic talents led her to
.ple of Samford players and crossed the ball to · FAU beats Jacksonville and we win:'
volleyball and golf. At Lake
CHARYi MAGDA.ONG
STAFF WRITER
Mary High School, she was
selected as the Most -Valuable
. _ In soccer, like in other Defensive Player her senior
sports, there is the type of p~r..: . year for her role in helping the
son who likes to take the glory team win the 6A F1orida State
for scoring the goals. Then, like Cup. Fbr volleyball, she set the
Jackie VanLooven, there is the Lake ·Mary .assist record.
type of person who likes to deny VanLooven earned the sch<;>ol's
goal-scorers their glory.
Outstanding Atblete of the Year
As a -senior on - UCF's twice.
women's
soccer
team,
"I chose soccer because it
Van.Looven remains a stable was my passion for the longest
component . of a defense that time," VanLoOven said. '.'I loved
continues to shut opponents playing volleyball. I could jump
down. While the Golden and set, butthereweregirls5'10
Knights' offense might put up with that same ability who were
numbers ranging_from one to "Way up the totem pole. I wasn't
nine, the defense rarely sees prepared to have to beg, plead
any number other than zero, and really scrape it together
producing nine shutouts. No when my heart was really with
opponent, except for ranked soccer."
teams F1orida State ·-and Duke,
A communications major,
has scored more than two goals Van.Looven hopes to pursue
on UCF. ·
something in the area of public
One exception, Jackson- relations, but her love of-soccer
ville, did it too, handing UCF its keeps her attached to the game.
first A-Sun loss this season. The For an internship last spring,
Dolphins defeated the Golden she _helped out in the -sports
Knights 3-2 on a goal with 1d8 information departme11t at UCF,
·seconds left in the game. covering men's and women's
·However, VanLooven sat that soccer. She saw how press
game out because of ~ bigil .releases -were handled and
ankle sprain sllffered at the worked with preparing media
guides.
Troy State match. · .
"She's an awesome leader,"
This winter, VanLooven is
UCF Coach Amanda Cromwell coaching at Wmter Springs high
said." "She's been our captain school as an assistant varsity.
for two years. She sacrifices her roach ·and wants to see if that
body day in and day out, run- opens any doors.
"Withhow·things are going
ning through people. She's a
great tackler. Going up for cor- this year, I've been getting more
· ners, she's a threat in the air."
confidence with my play,"
VanLooven said playing VanLooven said. "I might look
defense is a selfless job. In 78 into the WUSA, or hopefully
games in her career, she started they look into me.''
73, -scoring three.goals and oiie
After graduation, wherever ·
assist. ~ She had one game-win- soccer takes VanLooven; hopening goal to her credit, agamst fully it isn't too .far from home. ·
- Alabama A&M during her .soph- , ·
'Tm such a homebody,"
omore . year. However, her VanLooven said; "I'm not planfavorite memory as a ·Golden · _ning to, but I don't know that I'll ·
Knight came her freshman year, look for anything far away. If
when UCF made it to the second something presents itself, I may
round of the NCAA 'Iburnament. have to go somewhere els~. But
The Golden Knights lost 8-0 to I live in F1orida. I love my heat
No. 3 North Carolina in Chapel and humidity."

l

Jackie Vantooven ·
leads ·a defense .
that has produced
nine shutouts .
this season
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1:30 _a.m. The .top
finisheS free dintier
cJf a
startmg from fifth to first were: slww at Medieval TIIDes. They
Fearsome Foursome with 970 placed fourth in Knightroball,
points, Club U with 995 points, -.: t~d}or ~hind in Dodgeball and
Funky Chickens witl;dOOO, ~CM :. : placed . second · in , the .track ,
Maction with. 1005 pt>filts -and ·: :re1ays.-·The B:ig Guips were tied
our winner with a 50 point win; . ·With t.h e Alcoholics, Michael
Big Gulps with a fatal of -1.055 ' ·Pilla, J·oeiJ. Levenson; -&ar£-Il'
points. The Big .Gulps, Jonathan $teinmertz,
and . Sher.~.(i)~
Harris, Christopher Arnott, Lisa Shaikh, for .first place with. 445
Goble and Diana Keesler, won a - points after the in.door events.' . ·

SPORTS
corn·e r ..

. •
. · -. :: J.ULI~ <REEVES
· :-- . ·_ tqNTRIBUTING WRITE:R

·

- ·-:.~::.r~;., -

Big Gulps score big ill IM Sports Fest

·. . ' IM Sports Fest · took place
· Friday in the Recreation and
Wellness Center from 7 p.m. to

The Big Gulps
. .
the outdeor events. They fm·
- RISTORANTE PIZZERIA
.ished first in Pajama Relay, and · ·&
407 282
tied for ·first in Melonball. ~efore _
~~~=m UCF
'
th(;! final event the Big Gulps · · .• . ,
(1Aam-2am sun-Wed)
wer.e winning by W points over ': ~.
i<REEDi;nvERY!
BCM
Maction, - Benjamin
MeBride, Jeremy Reag.ans., Rela:{eacb.~ scoring 1.50 -poinfs,
"Christie Harden, and Lindsay malting _the final . scores Big
Mill.er. The tWo teams tied for Gulps 1055 and BCM Maction
first in the fi!lal event, Dizzy 1005. . ·
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Have ALL the UCF Gear ·You Needt
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Spend $40.00 or more on clothing or gins i~ either
store, ·and receive a FREE MAC_conference Pin. •
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Or:.Shop .Online at:
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.WWV\!.cOllegebook.com
and receive FREE UPS ground shipping by entering ·
"Go Knights" in the shipping instructions field.
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Days aweek

·7 Mary 3 comes .home
for UCF Homecoming

'

Highlights of the
cultural calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

Thursday; Oct. 14

Band to
perform after
Spirit Splash

(

UCF Faculty Art Exhibition
One of the most popular exhibits the UCF
Gallery hom all season opens today through Dec.
8. Various works of art created by the UCF faculty.
such as drawings. photographs. digital media and
sculptures: will be on display in the Visual Arts
Building. art gallery. The gallery is open from 9
a.m. to, 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Sundays. Admission is free.

\ '

Friday, Oct. 25

JASON IRSAY

Spirit Splash
7 Mary 3 ·will rock UCF this year at Spirit
Splash. Come cool down and take a swim in the
Reflecting Pond with hundreds of other spirited
Homecoming students. The Campus Activities
Board will distribute free Homecoming goodies to
encourage school spirit for Saturday's football
game. Students will meet at 3:30 p.m. at the
Reflecting Pond to kick off the Homecoming festivities.

STAFF WRITER

Friday's Homecoming per-.
fo'rmance by 7 Mary 3 "Will mark
homecoming of sorts for the band
as well; the ten-year-oid band got
their big break in Orlando when
"Cumbersome"
their
song
received its first radio airplay on
WJRR in 1995.
Ten years on the road have
made the band wise, tough and
humble, according to lead singer
Jason Ross. In a phone interview,
Ross· talked about the music
industry, life on the road and what
UCF students can expect at
Friday's concert, among other
things.
7 Mary 3 came together back
in 1992, at the College of William &
Mary in Virginia. Ross formed the
band with bassist Casey Daniel
(both Orlando natives), guitarist
Jason Pollock and drummer Giti
Khalsa, while they attended
school. They signed a record contract after Ross, the youngest
member of the band, finished college.
Ross does not regret finishing his degree, and encourages
other .college bands to do the
same.
Along the way, Ross said the
band has learned lot. The most
important lesson they've learned?
"Everything that comes
around goes around," Ross said.
"You can. fall in favor or out of

a

a

Saturday, Oct. 26
Homecoming Day
Homecoming Day starts at'11 a.m. with the
downtown parade on Orange Avenue to Church
Street lhen. at 4 p.m., the UCF Knights play the
Akron Zips at the Citrus Bowl. The Homecoming
King and Queen will be announced during· the
halftime show. The party continues at 7 p.m. on
Church Street with musical act Three Doors Down.
·The first 5.000 UCF students get in free with a valid
UCF ID. Admission for everyone else is $20.

SPECIAL TO THE

7 Mary 3 will perfor~ at the reflecting pond following Spirit.Splash on Friday.
Ross shared his views on the
favor; it just depends on the mood
of the audience."
current state of the music indusRoss said 7 Mary 3 was heav- try.
"It's a very volatile time,"
ily influenced by the rock music of
the early 1990's.
Ross said. "I wouldn't want to
''When I was 18, certainly I trade shoes with ·anybody who's_
would be remiss not to mention trying to get signed right now."
"It's really tough out there;
Pearl
Jam,
Nirvana,
Soundgarden, everything that but at the same time, we're going
was happening," Ross said. There through a period that, ten years
was a musical revolution when I from now; "Will be seen as a real
revolution in the music industry
was getting out o( high school."
. "It was something that proba- · with the technology that's availbly ."Will never happen again," he able to consumers," he continued.
Ross touted the greater expoadded.

CFF

sure that people have now to different types of music, a result of
digital music and file sharing.
"Coming to terms with the digital
age is going to be the most important thing that happens in the
music industry," Ross said.
Ross said he has mixed feelings on file sharing. He understands the position of artists who
oppose it, yet does not personally
oppose it.
"I think one of the things that
PLEASE SEE
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Sunday, Oct. 27
'FAME: The Musical'
"FAME." the story qf high school kids
attending a school for the performing arts in New
York. concludes its run at 2 p.m. today at Stage 1
of the University Theatre Building. This Broadway
musical is about those who try to follow their
dreams. For ticket information. contact the UCF
Theatre box office at 407·823-1500.

c

Monday, Oct. 28.
13th Annual International Fair
UCF's most popular campus cultural event
features students from countries all over the world.
The Procession of Rags will begin this event at the
Barbara Ying Center at 9:30 a.m: The actual fair
will follow at 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Pegasus
Grand Ballroom. Food and performers from different cultures will be on display. Admission is free.

Tuesday, Oct. 29

•

Who IS Knightro?
JULIE MONHEI_M
STAFF WRITER

He's one of the most
mysterious characters on
campus. Everyone wants to
know who's hiding .behind
that golden armor, but the
identity of Knightro, UCF's
mascot, is kept confidential.
In fact, only handful.of
people actually know who
plays the part of Knightro.
The cheerleaders and coaching staff, along with a few
close family members are
enlightened.
Everyone else needs to
be kept in the dark, according to Linda Gooch, Team
Knightro's head coach.
. "It's all a . part of the

a

mystery," Gooch said. 'We hooking Knightro up to an
don't want people to think of I.V. at the Arizona State game
if it ended up being a hot
Knightro as a person."
But it's not just one per- one," Gooch said.
Although
Knightro
son who wears the Knightro
costume anyway. .Since· the lucked out at the rainy game
demand for appearances has in Arizona, some home
increased drastically in the games have been just as hot,
last folir to five years, Gooch and wearing tb,e 30-pound
said playing the role of · costulne can take its toll on
Knightro has become a team the students.
1
"Hot, humid weather
effort.
One senior, one junior, reqmres more frequent
and two freshmen rotate cos- breaks for the stm!ents,"
tume-wearing duties. These Gooch said.
rotations become particularIn addition to running
ly important at football around in the heat at football
games, where. the students games, Knightro also makes
are required to take.. a break appearances at community
at the end of each quarter.
· and campus activities. He
"We were even disPLEASE SEE Four ON 23
cussing the possibility of

Abit Rowdy
KRISTIN DAVIS

CAB Movie: 'Seven'
Sloth, Wrath, Greed. Envy, Gluttony. Pride
and Lust. This 1995 psychological thriller is about a
man who commits murders themed after the
Seven Deadly Sins. The cast includes Academy
Award winners Kevin Spacey, Gwyneth Paltrow, ·
Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman. The film starts at
9 p.m. in the Student Resource Auditorium and is
free.

(

STAFF WRITER

"Left! Right! Left! Right!" At
home baseball games, the Rowdy
Knights can be heard long before they
are ever seen. They chant these words
. in an attempt to distract and annoy
UCF's opponents as the players anxiously shift their feet back and forth in
the batter's box.
In the midst of the noise and
chaos that surrounds a UCF sporting
event, the "Rowdy Knights" can be
found in the center of the action.
These sports enthusiasts take pride in
heckling the other teams, promoting
school spirit, increasing attendance at
events and competing to be the loudPLEASE SEE

Students oN 25

_Wednesday, Oct. 30 ,
The Anniversary
Well·known for its good music and melod,ic rhythms, this lndie band has been touring
relentlessly since the release of its 1999 alb.um
"Designing a Nervous Breakdown." Now the
members are back with their follow·up album,
"Your Majesty." Catch their live show for $10 at
dub Social with the opening act Burning Brides.
This show is for all ages and the doors open at 7
p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 31 .
CAB Movie: 'The S~ining'
Get your Halloween night warmed up with
Stanley Kubrick's 1980 masterpiece of psychological
horror. ' The Shining." This movie, which stars a
famously ax-wielding Jack Nicholson. is sure to
prepare anyone for.a night of ghouls and goblins.
The film begins at 9 p.m. at UCF's Wired Cafe and.
is free.

l;
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Band returns to
roots, :rocks again
FROM PAGE

.

20

people don't realize is, for
bands like us that aren't on
MTV -and aren't on VH1, and .
this, that and the other, the
internet is a very . important
source of getting our music out
there, so file sharing is really
important to us and we don't
really have a problem with it."
_ · "But at the same tjme,
when you are on MTV and you
are on VH1, and you're one of
these bigger bands who's being
compensated at such a high
level, they see every 1VIP3 that's
being downloaded as income
[lost], and rightly so."
Ross said he wishes music
fans that download': music for
free would return the favor.
"I mean, if people want to
download my music for free,
that's fine, just it would be
great if they could just send me
a little e-mail saying, 'Hey I'm
John so-and-so, and I own ·a
.landscaping business, come
over and borrow my lawnmower anytime you want', or 'I'm.:..
J-0hn the lawyer, and if you
need law services, I'd be gLad to
do it-for youY'
-- _ "But that's not the way the
world works," Ross said.
".People want everytb,ing for
free. I want stuff fo;r free, so I'm
not going -to hold these kids
accountable to something that
is basic human nature."
Ross said that most of the
people who download music
support the music in other
ways, such as going to shows
and buying merchandise.
"For the most part we've
had great success with our fans
sharing our music with people
over the net, and exposirig us to
people," Ross said. "If you can
make a living playing live _
shows, it doesn't matter as
much to you."
Ross said major changes
would take place in the music
industry in the near future.
'We're in the very begin:ning of a revolution. Legislation
that is happening right now is
going to impact music in an
unbelievable way." 1
The front man made the
analogy of music as a commod.
ity.
"The fact of the matter is
that if you put an .act on MTY,
and you put it in high rotation,
you're going to sell records,"
Ross said. "It's just _like seeing
a commercial for toothpaste."
· Ross said that great music
fans suffer from curr¢nt music
industry practices.
~
"The kind of fans who support that level of band, ·the
WJJ.cos of the world, they're the
ones really getting screwed
here. Those are the loyalist
fans. Those aren't the flavor of
the :ip.onth fans. Those are the
people who seek out great
music. It's a shame that they're
the ones who are getting the
short end of the stick."
Ross said 7 Mary 3 wants
to return to its roots.
"I think for our -.band right
now it's really i.Ip.portant to
reinvent ourselves in the mainstream and create another
plateau. We've gone through
our creative, artsy period.
We're kind of back to just wanting to rock again, . really
~traightfmward, so that's our

goal for the next record."
Ross talke<;l about life on
the road. He said the band'·s
attitude toward touring has
evolved as they have matured. .
When ·they first gained popularity, the band loved touring.
"I think in the earliest, in
'95 and '96, when we were really hitting it hard, and we were
so young, there was a brief
period of time when we were
playing a lot of shows with people that we listened to ·growing
.llp, that we were: really big fans
of," recalled Ross. "That was a
·definite time where you felt like
you were kind -of living a
dream."
"That kind of wears off
after a while. It becomes more
of a survival issue. I think that's
where we're at right now.
"Being on the road · is
increasingly more difficult the
older you get, but it's also more
important. There's a period of
time where you might consider
_doing something else. If you
make it through that time, the
road's really all you've got left. .
-That's not a bad thing.
"Experience on the road is

~

-I think people
_in Orlando
support us_
really well, so I ·
think it's going .
to be a great
show.
-JASON ROSS
Lead singer~~TMa "\ ·

,4

probably - the single· most
important thing that goes on in
the band. I mean, it's different
everyday. There's different people, there's different experiences, there's, at this point from doing it so long- there's
friends _that you've made that
you only see if you're on the
road."
That road brings 7 Mary 3
back to Orlando on Friday.
After learni:Ilg about the . gig,
and how it will ·go along with
Spirit Splash, Ross offered his
thoughts on the concert.
"It should be a good time then. My exi}erience playing
shows like this is people are
either really into it or they
could care less because they're
already so drunk that it doesn't
really matte~ who's maying,"
Ross said.
'.'Hopefully we'll . find a
happy medium in between and
people will get excited about it,
and we'll have a great time.
Our policy is, b~sically, we'll
play the same show for 50 people as . we would for 5,000.
We're going to bring as much
energy as we would in any
other situation. We're not
going to curtail it. . .I think people generally, in·Orlando, support us really well, so I think it's
going to be·a great show."
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A hopping good time at Froggers_
,.

T.

casual dining and adult beverages in
Oviedo and .the surrounding area.
Nossaman, Froggers co-owner and
King_George and his royal family were general manager, said Froggers is unique
on their way to dine when a Warlock because it caters fo all types of people.
turned the fani.ily into frogs. The family
"We can have 10 different people come
. traveled to a warmer climate knowing they in together and order something they like
would" never survive the cold winter as instead of being tied town to one type of
frogs. The prince, still seeJpng a place to food," Nossaman said.
dine, decided to create a place of his own.
The Light Lunch Special is one of the
That is how Froggers
specials offered Monday
Grill and Bar was born,
through Friday from 11
or .so reads' the legend on
·
a.m. to 2 p.m. and consists
their menu.
·Froggers (Oviedo}
of soups, salads and sandThis Florida-beach
.wiches. Happy hour is
themed sports bar offers
everyday from 4 p.m. to 7
Where: 27 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
a variety of appetizers,
p.m.,
in which 35 cent
Oviedo, Fl
salads and entrees all for
wings are sold from 4·p.m.
Publix shopping center at
under $8. The food cateto 6 p.m. But Happy Hour
434 and Mitchell Hammock
gories offered .consist of
doesn't end there. It
hamburgers,
fajitas,
starts back up again at 10
pasta
and
several
Phone: (407) 359-8388 .
p.m. until close. Dollar
seafood dishes for vegedraft beers are also
offered
everyday from
tarians.
Hours: www.froggers.com
The
original
open to close.
Froggers Grill and Bar
Customers seem to ·
was opened by George
be enjoying the atmosHakim, Jr. seven years ago in the phere and food.
Rosemont area. There are now four loca"This is my first time here and the
tions owned and operated in the Central service and food have been great," said
Florida area.
Scott Kotyk, 22, who was on vacation from
One of these locations is the Oviedo Canada.
locatioll, which opened in 1993. Oviedo resIn addition to these specials, the
idents Rick Hayne, Frank Joyce, Mike Oviedo location has DJ Mad Mike enterLougee and Gary Nossaman purchased tainingthe crowd from 9 p.m. to close evezy
this Froggers in 2001.
Saturday. Froggers also hosts an adultThey decided _to take this opportunity geared theme party every two months.
and make it work said Nossaman.
"We had a beach party in July and are
Froggers is a place that is '.'fun for every- . planning a Halloween party for October
one," he added. Lougee stated that the 26," Nossaman said.
owners' goal is to be the "first choice" for
- Mad Mike entertains' the crowd with
' DONNA

,

(

"

SCHUMAN

5TAFF WRITER

DONNA

T. SCHUMAN I CFF

(

Kathy Moore, a.five year employee of Froggers, serves Scott Kotyk, 22, his lunch. Kotyk is vacationing from Canada
and enjoyed his first time dining at the _Oviedo restaurant.
games such as trivia, twister and the limbo,
added Nossaman.
"We play 'Name that Tune,' but the
guest that guesses right has to come up
and sing the song," Nossaman said.
Prizes, such as t-shirts, hats and free
·
shots are offered to the winner.
But Froggers isn't only for partylovers. Sports lovers can enjoy watching
the games every Saturday and Sunday on
the Oviedo Froggers' two big screen TV's
and its 21, 19-inch TV's.
'We play every televised game available _on those days," Nossaman said.
There is always something to keep one

T H E : V I. L L A G. E

entertained iµ Froggers. Even while waitmg for food in the dining area, there is a
complete assortment of video games and
si.x dartboards to keep patrons occupied.
"You have to see it for yourself,"
Nossaman said.
The Oviedo Froggers is ·1ocated at 27
Alafaya Woods Blvd. The other locations
are 4459 N. Pine Hills Road in Rosemont,
4112 Town Center Blvd. in Hunter's Creek
and 146 N. Clark Road in Ocoee.
Froggers is open 11 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Monday tlirough Thursday and from 11
a.m. to 1:30 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
Sunday hours are 12 p.m. to 11 p.m.

AT
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Four st~dents play the 'role ,Qf Knightro
FROM PAGE

..

•

their jobs seriously. Once they put on their
costumes, it's as ii the character possesses
appearances
them, Gooch said. .
·
at each UCF
But, many of the students are not as
Homecoming
outgoing as the-character they play. " .
event
"He's such a wild and crazy guy, you'd .
throughout . think the students are like th~t, but some of
the week•
· them are the shyest people you'd ever
meet," she said.
·
To play Knightro, students have to go
through
audition process. This year
. twenty-five students tried out for the part.
They had to perform a skit in front of judges
and also participate in an interview session.
For the skit,· students were given a
bucket and a mop and told to create a scenario. GoQch said this was training for them
because Kri.ightro often cr-eates his own
CFF FILE
skits.
PHOTO
"Sometimes he'll reach over and grab
something on the sideline and suddenly it
Even though Knightro ·is just one char- becomes a trumpet, and he'll start playing .
acter, coaches sometimes think of him as a in the band," she said.
person.
Gooch said it's important that those
"I might say we're going to have who play Knightro are quick-witted and
Knightro at ·this event, even ii I'm talking dedicated. So far this year, Gooch said she's
directly to the student who's going to.wear been lucky.
the costume," Gooch said. "It's as ii he is a
''We've been so fortunate because they
different person."
.
have amazing school spirit,?' she said. ·
The students who :play Knightro take "They really do bleed black and gold."
Knightro _will

20

mak~

visits hospitals and attends comniunity
service events.
The students also practice once a
week. Much of practice time is spent dis. cussing who's going-to ·appear where. The
team views tapes of previous events to cri- ·
tique the appearances. They also practice
, their walks and rehearse interactions with
other mascots.
One mascot. that Knightro used to
interact with was UCF's verj own Glycerin,
but Gooch sfild just like college students,
mascots' relationships are often unstable.
"Last . year Kriightro and Glycerin
decided to cool it !:L bit and maybe date some
other .people," she said. "But they kind of
fall back ·on each other, like ii they don't
have a date for Homecoming, they'll get
together."
Even without Glycerin, Knightro has a
lot of help. "Team Knightro" consists of the · ,
four students who wear the costume, the
escorts, who follow the mascot around at
the events, and the _coaching staff, which
trains the students.
.
"It -really does take the effort of the
entire team," Gooch said.
·

an

"

With four different students playing
Knightro, things can get confusing. The
team works hard on creating a uniform persona for Knightro.
. ''You've got four different 'walks, four
different ways to sign a signature, and four
different gestures," Gooch said. "We try to
work on doing everything the same because
Knightro is one character."
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• Great Tex~MeJC
• Cold·Beer
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O~versity

{UCf AREA)

(407) 673-2456 :
Cool part-tims jobsi
Call for an intervisw.

~
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RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

longnecks

Take a FREE practice test and find out!

I BBli111
You
Can Eat Wings
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.. ·

. Take a 3-hbur practice test and find out how ready yo_u are for the real thing.
Receive individu~I feedback on your test-taking strengths a_
nd weaknesses
real test.
and learn strategie,s that will help you ace the
/

7608 University Blvd.

Corner of Goldenrod and

·Mon : . Wed.

-

nam - 2am

407-282-4000

~i~e and Date: Saturday, Nov~mber 9, 2002 @ 1Oam

·'

Location: University of Central Florida ·
_' Building & Room Number TBA
.
'
Spaces are limited! .·
· . Please call us or visit us onl-ine to reserve your seat!

Across from UCf . ,

-·

DUFFY'
S SUBS
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Cheesesteak Subs SOhf'
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• Buv one Get One •

: FREE :·
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--------.
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1
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r.. __
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:

kaptest.com

r.. __
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CHEESE STEAK
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1
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comer of Dean and Universitv

~

I

_ _ .I

10042 Universnv Blvd.

Test ·Prep,-Admissions and Guidance.
For life.,
.
.,Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. ·

I

l

1

401-6-19-2448
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Crossword

vital parts (except for an artery; but the position
-of the nail kept the artery from hemorrhaging);
he's fine now. A few days later in Santa Clarita,
Calif., an errant nail went through construction
worker Jorge Hernandez's eye socket, into his
brain, but he remained conscious and didn't
realize what had happened until he looked into a
- mirror; he's fine, too.
'
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Can't possibly be true

Also, in the last month ...
A 25-year-old man in scrubs was arrested at
Toronto's Mount Sin~ Hospital and charged with
sexual assault for fondling women after telling
them that he was a ''lactation consultant." And
at a meeting on Oct. 8, citizen J.T. James angrily
threatened to initiate a lengthy recall campaign
against all five Salinas, Calif., city council members, apparently unaware that ):lll five are up for
re-election on Nov. 5. And Montana Republican
U.S. Senate candidate (and form.er salon owner)
Mike Taylor angrily withdrew from the race after
his Democratic opponent ran attack ads.that
Taylor said made him look gay.

Recurring themes
As News of the Weird has reported, sometimes workers accidentally fire their nail guns
into their heads, and often they survive just fine,
thanks to skilled surgeons (and luck). In August,
Denver firefighter David Lilja's gun kicked back,
propelling one 3 1;2-inch nail through his jaw
and another through his cheek, but they missed

..

• .Jn September, Washington state Sen. Joe
Zarelli acknowledged to The Columbian newspa'per thathe had collected $12,000 in unemployment benefits in 2001-2002 without declaring
that he was also being paid $32,000 a year a~ a
senator, but he blamed the state bureaucracy for
not catching him and explaining to him why that
was wrong. Sen. Zarelli said he "had no clue"
that he was supposed to report his legislator's
'
salary.
• .Medell Banks, a retarded, poor black man
from Butler, Ala., is se:rvb:lg-a 15-year sentence for
manslaughter as a result of his confession that he
·killed his newborn baby in 1999, despite strong
evidence that there was never a baby in the first
place. While in jail in an earlier iD.cident, Banks'
estranged wife claimed she was pregnant, hoping
for lenient treatment, but refused to be exaiilined
except cursorily by a local doctor who said he ·
thought he heard a fetal heartbeat. When Mrs.
Banks' "baby" vanished, authorities assumed it
had been born and killed. (Mrs. Banks had been
sterilized four years earlier, and doctors say she
remains sterile.)

ACROSS
1 Colorful horse
5 Sneezing
powder
10 Precipitation
14 A single time
15 GianMenotti
16 Boundary
_ 17 Australian
parakeet
19 Exult blatantly
20 Salad green
21 Blacksmiths
23 Kennedy and
Williams
24 Woody spine
25 Pick-me-ups
28 "Love Songs"·
poet
31 Schnoz
32
de menthe
33 vegas lead-in
34 Envelqpe abbr.
35 Snivel
36 Plug prongs
37 Snitch
38 Stores
39 Ninny
40 Illegal pitches
42 Glossy labric
43 Without
conclusion
44 River sediment
45 Emissary
47 Tholepins
51 Protest-singer
Phil
52 Beach game
54 Unruly kid
55 Ms. DeGeneres
56 Fencer's tool
57 Amounts
58 Paper units
59 Ownership
document

10/24/02

© 2002 Tribune Media -Services, Inc
All rights reserved.

10 Best score ever

11 Epinephrine
12 Frankenstein 's
gofer
13 Current events
18 Put up
22 Firefighter's
sprayer
24 Adolescents
25 Winter Palace
autocrats
26 llY.aiting in the
wings
27 Robin Hood's
home
DOWN
28 Stumbles
1 Dressing gown
29 Cyclist
2 Burden
Armstrong
3 "Back in Black"
30 German city
rockers
32 Combination of
4 Denial
tones
5 Catch-of-the-day 35 Every time that
fish
36 Make final ·
6 Talons
preparations
7 Impel
38 Editorial directive
8 Ala. neighbor
39 Linger
9 You should be
41 L:chaim and
embarrassed!
pros it

See solutions,
page 21

42 Warning devices
44 Oregon's capital
45 Lofting tennis
shots
46 Light beige
47 Earthenware
crock

48 Part of Batman's
garb
49 "Revolutions of
the Viaducts"
painter
50 Huskies' pull
53 Bullfig~t cheer

<!:.

Jefferson.&. · .
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Unique Student. Apartments

•

Home IS
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·~
12000 Collegiate wav

FRIENDS ·are.
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Individual Leases
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tree Washer/Dryer
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Free Internet Access

\

11651 UniVersitv Boulevard

401-513-9000

CoveredB~sketball Pavilion

Free Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN
--:

Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi

')I

Fully-Furnished Apartment _Homes

11101 High Tech Avenue

401~243-6100

•

Fitness_Center with Free Weights
Amenities, Rents and lnc~ntives subject to change .
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Students strive to make
UCF opponents miserable
FROM PAGE20

~

~ ·

plies, Moore said.
group's vice pre~ident, said the
Although Moore had been best aspect of the club is its
. trying to establish the Rowdy diversity.
Knights as an official campus
"It gave me a chance to _
. club since the fall of 2000, they bang out with different people
were not given that designation and cheer on UCF with others
·until earlier this year, when they who love it just as much as I do."
were formally recognized by the
Connell said he hopes the
Office of Student Activities and Rowdy. Knights 'one day will SGA. Members are proud that have several hundred ·members
their. club has functioned so - enough to become an mtimilong with little ~utside funding. ·dating presence _a t UCF home
Moore said it's important to games.
represent UCF not only at home
"It is a growing school, and
games, but at away "games as so are its athletic traditions," he
well.
said. 'We get a chance to play a
"We have gone on many · part in helping UCF reach new
road trips together including levels."
football games at Clemson,
"Some people believe we
Georgia Tech, Alabama and act the way we do for attention,
Penn State. One time we even but there's more to it than that.
drove to Marshall and back on We act this way to create an
only five hours of sleep."
atmosphere. We're just trying to ,
Junior Kelly Higginbottom, show support for our team, win
a criminal justice major and the or lose."

est grpup of UCF fans in the
stands. ·
Senior David Taylor said
the Rowdy Knights enjoy
aggravating other teams,
yelling their heads off, and
just going completely crazy
cheering for UCF.
Club members seem to
have pledged to make life miserable·for UCF's opponents.
"When they react to the
things we say, that's when we
know we've gotten into their
heads," said Taylor, the
group's treasurer.
Taylor said he has heard
people say that UCF is one of
the most difficult places tO
play due fo the crowd's enthusiasm. "I take a lot of pride in
that," lie .said.
. The club was started by
junior engineering major
Adrian Moore, who basically
corralled about eight of his
friends to attend games
together and sit in the same
section each time. To give
themselves an identity, they
had bright yellow shirts printed with the words "Rowdy
Knights" in black letters. That
original group has since
grown to about 30 members.
Moore said he came up
with the idea after attending
· his first UCF football game
against Geor.gia Tech, which
had a similar stUdent fan club
- that called itself "The
Swarm."
· The Rowdy Knights are
diehard UCF fans dedicated
to doing anything in or<Jer to
show support for UCF teams.
And boy do they take that
seriously. For a baseball game
last year against the
University of South Florida,
group members created bullshaped .pinatas and encouraged fans to "bash a bull" to
prove their loyalty to UCF.
At -an away basketball
game at Stetson, the Rowdy
. Knights took it upon them. selves to provide their own
halftime entertainment, with
one of their members runnii::ig
several laps around the court
waving a large UCF flag.
Senior Greg Connell, the
group's· current president, ·
said the Rowdy Knights also ·
have helped him make new .
friends.
"I came · from- a high
school out of state and when I ·
came here as a· freshman, I
felt lost," he said. "NoW; students who may not have many
friends and are interested in
sports have a group of people
who they. can go to games
with and have a good time."
Added freshman computer f?cience major Chris Mesa:
"Being a Rowdy Knight is definitely one of the most fun
things I have done, and I want
others to experience this as
well."
The only requirement to
become a member is a" $10
dues fee each calendar year
to cover the cost of the signature yellow shirts worn to all
sporting events. Although· the
group has applied in the past
for SGA ·funding, so far it has
been refused with the exception of minimal office sup-

Jamoica ........ $679
Cancun .......... $609
Amsterdam ..:$609
Paris ........... :.-.. $597
Includes a!r & accommodations from Miami.
Prices
per person. Some raxes & fees

are

not included. Other departure cities and

destinstioos available.

www.statravel.com
onLtnE

»
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»
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Uassifications

. Office Telephone Ho!Jrj

How J9 Plac~ an Ad

.Dt?adline

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Offi~e)~dress-"
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

· · ··" PaYfaent i!etii~!~r"".,.AJ
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • classifleds@IJCTfuture.com

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 per wk·
$1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/Wk for each additional line.

...

IIiii] HELP WANTED IIiii] HELP WANTED IIiii] HELP WANTED IIiii] HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520. ext 107.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions availabl!=! at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Gall 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
Bartenders Needed
· No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01
PT/FT Opportµnity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208:-3263.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
from home, campus, or anywhere!
www.lookrigf'ltnow.com or call
888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
· No Exp Necessary!

-. BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10 .
Base/Appt P!f Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competetive pay. #1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses for
3-D creation. $10 for one hour of time.
Call John for details 407.253.6163

·. INTtR,NET MARKETING
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100
·•
Paid Intern. position in the Student
Ministries Dept. at the First United .
Methodist Church of Oviedo. Duties
involve planning & implementing·
Wednesday & Sunday activities for
students in 7th-12th grades.
Pay commiserate to experience.
Call 407-366-0449

Great 'Earning Potential $$$
:18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407~256-3903 for details.
New to Modeling? Fashion
Photographer is seeking models
looking to build a portfolio and break
into modeling. Schedule a free test
shoot today at our stuoio in
Downtown Casselberry. Visit
www.tmc2photography.com.
Avon Reps. Needed
Call me to Buy/Sell. Great way to
make some EXTRA $MONEY$.
Call Joy 407-425-0329
.Avonind.sls.rep
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and
your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

Admin. Assistant
Admin. assistant for nice dntn. real
estate office PT 12hrs./wk, flex.
sch13dule, energetic with computer
skills, $10/hr, start immed. Call
407-422-1000 ext.174 ·

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.
•PT/fl
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186

3 sales people needed to selt roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$:10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Compensation .up to $250.00 for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.acre.net

m

FoRSALE

Why rent? Buy w/ Low Rates.
Faculty, _staff or students can
enjoy a 1700 sf SE Orlando Home
for same mo. pymt. as rent. Immaculate
3B/2B w/ XL gar, acre, lots storage,
close to UCF $147,900.
1-850-228-5088' Boal.com.

Visit
www.danncaps.com/m0delnn .htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.

PART TIME SITTER NEEDED
Mon, Tues evenings and weekends,
very flex. schedule, must
have reliable vehicle.
Call Melissa 407-252-7113

•
p

K&J Resale Furniture
and Mall Grand Opening.
Very clean and nice used furniture
& house hold items 1121 Tucker Ave,
2 blocks east of Home Depot on
Colonial. 407-273-2010.
Single Bed. $tern and Foster, firm
mattress and beautiful head bo.ard. Like
new, used in guest room. asking $110
Call 407-678-6691 .

Interested in Modeling?

SHAMMY ISLAND CARWASH
Looking for PT cashier, female
preferred, 15-20hrs/wk. Please apply
at location: 12180 East Colonial Dr.
or 407-207-1294

To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
-o No immune disorders
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complet~ a diary after
vaccination .

VACATION TELEPHONE SALES
FT/PT, paid training, excellent
commissions, some weekeads req.
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos.
avail. fax: 407-482-2786 or email:
jobs@kosmasgroup.i;om

www.worktorstudents.com

HELP!!! Burnt out church .staff
desperately seeking crazy young ·adult
willing to wrk. long hrs. for little pay,
minister to more kids than the old
woman in the shoe had, some who
don't even appreciate what you do, but
doing it all for the love of life and the
Lord. If you are nutso enough to accept
this all guts and no glory position, I love
you!!! Call us immediately if not
before then at 407-366-0449

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conducting
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Bei119 Developed To
lmniunize Against Smallpox.
·

liJ HELP WANTED

d'

-C>

. Cl

Wedding Gown For Sale: ~·Runaway
Bride" dress ... "it looks like a bell
and swishes" Professionally cleaned
& preserved. Size 8. Will incl
slip/veil/shoes i f desired. Asking $600.
Call Kristin 679-6735
'86 Olds Calais - auto, 4cyl, 79k,
black ext/tan int, CD, cold A/C,
tilt steering, avg 28 mpg, 4 dr.
$950/0BO Sara 407-'484-3114
great86olds4sale@yahoo.corri.
Why rent when you can own?
Manufactured home in p_ark
. w/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath.
All appliances incl. Newly remodeled .
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth .
Call 407-27$-9816.

~I
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STOP RENTING & OWN! YOUR 3/1 .5
HOME EX LOCA. 5 MIN TO .AIRPORT
15 TO DWNT, NEW CARPET, C/AC/H,
FANS, WARRANTY 1CG W/OPENER
& LRG FENCED BACKYARD READY ·
NOW $98K BY OWNER
407-273-2017

mJ AUTOMOTIVE
1.

1995 Mitsubishi Mirage S
88,000 miles
Engine in PERFECT Condition
$2950 obo
Call 407-435-8826 for details

1996 Saturn SL2
81 k miles; Must Sell
$3500, Trac Ctrl,
· Manual 5-speed, Leather, ABF
Call: 321-235-9131or407-491-6997

m

FoRRENT

UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up to
1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for
a FREE search! In office, by fax or
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.

0

Avail. immed. Responsible, neat, easy
going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. 5 min. from UCF. $400 plus 1/3
util. Call Michelle at (407) 671-6815.
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FoRRENT

Over $46K has

i.:

•

of

~ Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice!

Don't miss the application. deadline:

November 22, 2002

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immed.i ately,
3 blocks from UCF, 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth _contact
. Amber 321-229-1426

Visit our w~b site today to: : ·
• Read competition details
• Download the.·application
• Parti~ipate in our on.line information ·chat or
sign up to attend workshops in Mia,mi, Florida

172 Reserved ~ircle, just North
of UCF, off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth.
Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650 .

http://www.fi.u.edu/....::nvc

. LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils.call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

,.
•

•
+
/

..
"
•

..

•

•

..

Take advantage. of this
competition to ·CASH IN!

1 Bed/bath avail in University House.
Close to UCF. W/D, 32" t:'v., back
door pool and all util. incl.
$400(mnth. Call Dan at 904-61Q-2330.
$475/mth, util/cable included,
amenities: pool (access from room),
garage parking, W/D, storage space,
pets ok, large backyard, 5 min from
UCF, NS, Female·preferred.quiet
neighborhood. Easy access to 417. Call
Sandy/Mike 407-677-8391 avail
immeqi_ately

Howard

First mth rent free! avail.
immediately, $359/mth, 3 mins.
from UCF,1B available in a 4B
house, individual lease.
Call 407-694-9460

ll1IiJ

SERVICES

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?

2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at River
Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone:--5 min
from UCF and Valencia .. M/F welcome.
Call 407-273-8805.

So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for your job search?
Can you compete in this job market?
Do you know where to find the best
opportunities? What does your resume
say about you? How well do you
interview? Arf3 you prepared to
negotiate for the salary you deserve?
Could you use a.helping hand???
Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING
(407-629-8900) and let us help you
gain the competitive edge! We offer
resume development, interview
preparation, job search strategies,
salary negotiations and.much much
more. Mention this ad and receive
a 10% discount!~!

Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT
only 1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util.
BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath.
Free Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous
owner 321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836

· Perform Better! School, Sports
or Sex! Help for YOU!
·
Unlock.your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. P.rivate Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 4.07 S51 0945

Female roommate wanted, 3/2 home,
all util. & road runner online included.
$475/mth. First, Last & Sec. Call
407-484-8799 or 407-491-0091

MARY KAY PRODUCTS
Try the latest makeup shades &
discover a fresh new look. Just call
for a free makeover! Contact Kimberly·
Hayes 407-296-9423 or log on to
www.marykay.com/khayes9

m!J ROOMMATES

ROOMMATE NEEDED!
$375/mnth + 1/3 ~lectric.
Share NEW 3 bed/2bath house.
Near UCF.
(407) 568-50()4:.

ll1IiJ

SERVICES

Computer Repair & Tune-Up
Got a paper, project, or exam soon?
Don't let your comp1:1ter slow you down.
Internet or computer, we can fix it.
CALL John Crutchfield at
407-870-9141 .
~-

Tutor

•

I

introduces

ll1IiJ

SERVICES

CLOTHES TOO TIGHT?
The solution is simple &· within easy
reach! Be slimmer & better nourished.
All natural supplements.
Call 1-800-207-4056

mlJ

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES,· HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Eleen
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com

mil ON CAMPUS fl]
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
·Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.calT!pusfundraiser.com

E!m

Misc.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

CAKES DELIVERED!!
Halloween Party cakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings

Spring ·sreak'03
w/StuaentCity.com!

DELIVERED B£AUT1RJU.YGIFT PACKAGED

Willi PlATES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!

Gotta Qrder The Cake?
Tak& tile Hassle OuU
Buttan:ieam, Chocolate. carrot
C8kes, Huge Pies, Cheesecakes,
Muftlns, Pastrles, Gourmet
Cookies ·a. Morel

-Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends,
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment,
and cash to promote StuqentCity.com!
Call 1-aoo-293.::1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

A.II American Personnel
' . (407)445-2222 .
Executive Placement (no fees!)
Register w/ our agency, call today ·
PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES .
lmmigraci6n, Visas
Traducciones, Notarios
!Se Habla Espanol!

/t t_\' ,

..

THE KNIGHT ·OUT ·SHUTTLE

••.A 14 passenger party van riding from the UCF area to Downtown Orlando and baclc. Wliy talre
several em's and risk a oui when you can be dropped off and picked up for less than $10 aperson
Avm1able 7 nights a week. P~ease mention this ad lor a 10% discount off round trip price.

. 401-101-8560

TRAVEL

ACT NOW! We guarantee.the ·
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE; Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-657'.8 dept 2626) ,
www.springbreakdiscounts·.com

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL
Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. A_void internet scams and
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407 .54'1 .2000
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by· Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact' www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
Spring Break! Bahamas P~rty
Cruise .$299; Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com

Audio books piling up? Trade in
for new books! Trade 2-for-1/ receive
bookstore credit.Visit Book
·
Treasures Bookstore,iocated at .
· Univ. Blvd.& Goldenrod Rd. next to
Winn-Dixi~ M~S 10-7,407-677-9092

orlando executive tra_
n sportation
•

Leonhardt New Venture Challenge
Bringing Innovation to Market

Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407 -679-4299 or
, marshgator1@earthlink.net

. ,\t/;1 ·
' ,..
"'
~

J.

An International Business Plan Competition produced by the
College of Business Administration and the College of Engineering at
Florida International University, Miami, Florida.

FOR RENT
3/2 home for rent, 10 min. from ·ucF,
washer/dryer and alarm sys. included,
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021

Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home on
lake, gated community, 6 mins from
UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
· smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.

..

awarded

_. .. _to past wit]Q~~ from Florida lnter(latioqp! ,University, Barry._
..
University, and the University· -~~~tral Florida.
.

HGUSE FOR LEASE
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pe~s.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-~96-0687

•·

be~n

1-800-67~-6386

• F111 & Easy Transportation
• flllCllldng .Avalahle
• 2yr unlinited mleage warranty
• l models/ 9 colors
• Major aedit ccl1ls accepted
Parts - Stiles - Servke

Jet Ski Orlando

. (407) 859-3006
Graves RIC Hobbies 407-294-5699
4814 N OBT 1/4 mi N of John Young.
Full supply for A/C, car, boat, 20 heli
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free CA
Glue w/$1 O purchase w/ad ..

mil ON CAMPUS
Making Choices About Sex & Alcoho~
. Monday, Oct. 28
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Key West 2188
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

Solutions
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m RELIGION
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

.,

')

HAVE OK CREDIT, START NEW CREDIT OR NEEDTAX BREAK? CURRENT PAYMENTS TOO HIGH?
RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATE? NO CREDIT? CALL CAPTAIN <;_REDIT NOW!
HAVEN'T

.. . NEW IN . . NEW ON . .)

PURCHASED A CAR
If
ON CREDIT BEFORE? •

THE
AREA

,

ml

THE
JOB

,

ml

NO

. .) LET US

LOCAL ,
CREDIT ml

HELP

CALL

·

ORLANDO

LONGWOOD

(407)578 ~ 5337 (407)292•0000

AHHICH.[!";":.~~f,_";.ANT'Y"
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fa dory MSRP:. 10,304
Dealer Discount: 1,100
fadory Rebate:
500
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

Fadory MSRP: 13,132 _
Dealer Discount: 1,700
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

Only

0i;i f~(l'f* 0i;i r=ti)**
LI e.Jz/

LI eJ1..J
fi1t!h

[!E!i!m

Your Price
O!lly .

fadory MSRP: 17,697
Dealer Discount: 2,000
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

s

zu

zu
Go farther.

Go farther.

fadory MSRP: 18,455
Dealer Discount: 1,000
Fadory Rebate: 2,500
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

0 I

. '00/;1

Air Conditioning, Automati~ Transmission, 205Hp, V-6, ABS

m~m~·~
.llibh

0!Imi .

Fadory MSRP:
Dealer Discount:
Fadory Rebate:
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

25,015 .
3,100
4,000
3,000

(.)i:-lR.

Yo;:~ice_. u~ lJc:.J
ISUZ
Go farther.
J)

Anti-Lock Brakes, A/C,
Auto, Keyless Entry,
Alarm, 8 Speaker
Stereo CD, Alloy
Wheels, Loaded!

Ony

~·· ~{!ff)~.• Prke61)
~

.

lilL!D

Only

Fadory MSRP: 27, 145
Dealer Discount: 3,200
Fadory Rebate: 4,000
- Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:
..,, .

.

